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PART 1 - THE FIELD WORK by Stanley South
Chapter 1
Introduction to the Horseshoe Project
Project Background and Goals
In the Spring of 1973,
archaeological investigations were
conducted on the oldest area of the
University of South Carolina campus
known as "The Horseshoe." These
excavations were directed toward the
exposure of evidence of early wells
and other features in support of a
broader proposed renovation plan for
the buildings and grounds.
The historical archaeology
process involves research into the
documentary record, as well as
excavated material evidence, and the
text that follows relies on both types
of information.
The Horseshoe in 1872 from a print ''Bird's Eye View of
Columbia." (Hollis 1982, from Jacket Liner. Courtesy
ofDaniel W. Hollis and The Institute for Southern Studies,
The University ofSouth Carolina.)

The initial research effort was prompted by concerns over the proposed renovation.
The present report has been produced at the request of Vice Provost, Dr. George Terry, as
questions about the history of the University and the Horseshoe continue to be asked.
Both the 1973 project and the present report-writing has been funded through the South
Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology operating budget.

History
Early in 1973, plans were underway for renovation and restoration of the original
buildings on the University of South Carolina around the tree and grass-covered common
known as the "Horseshoe." In addition to architectural improvements, enhancements to the
common were also suggested. One idea was that a series of classic Greek style statues
appropriate to the period of the early nineteenth century could be attractively arrayed around
the Horseshoe. Counter to this suggestion was the view held by John Califf, architect for
the University, who had learned from a lithograph of around 1850 (Green 1916:50), and
from engravings (Meriwether 1899; The Garnet and Black Vol. 1, 1899) that well houses
were once located on the Horseshoe. He suggested that restoring the original well house as
reminders of the history of the Horseshoe would be more appropriate than the statues if
their original locations could be determined.
1
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In order to learn more about the Horseshoe area, Hal Brunton, Vice President for
Business Affairs at the University of South Carolina, contacted the University's Institute of
Archaeology and Anthropology at the request of Russell Wright, architectural consultant.
Wright had heard of my archaeological work at the Paca House in Annapolis, Maryland,
and expressed an interest in determining the locations of the original paths and the wells
(Brunton to Stephenson, March 29, 1973).
On April 25th, Robert L. Stephenson, the Director of the Institute, and I met In Mr.
Brunton's office with Mr. Brunton, Richard Webel, Landscape Consultant; John Califf,
University Architect; and Russell Wright, Historic Preservation Architect; to discuss the
Horseshoe Archaeological Project goals (Stephenson memo, 1973). It was decided that the
goals would be: (1) to locate remains of wells, (2) to locate the central pathway to the
original house of the college president at the curve of the Horseshoe.
In May 1973, I used a steel probe and located the brick footings of two of the well
houses that once stood in the college green. I then wrote a proposal in which I outlined the
fieldwork to be performed (South 1973). To locate details of the wells, I would remove
soil from the areas where I had probed footings. I would determine the size of the various
wells and recover any artifacts associated with them. I planned to photograph the ruins I
found and to make profile drawings to reveal any architectural details. There was no plan
to excavate the interior contents of the wells.
I explained that:
To excavate all wells would be a costly and time consuming
process, the results of which might not warrant such an expenditure merely
for the recovery of relics. The emphasis in this exploratory archaeology
project is architectural in nature, designed primarily to provide data of use in
the restoration of the area of the University common and the buildings
facing it (South1973:3).
In addition to examining some of the well ruins, I planned to cut a trench across the
central area of the Horseshoe to attempt to locate evidence for the original central path or
roadway to the President's House, shown in a painting of South Carolina College made
about 1850 (Green 1916:50).
Of incidental interest was the area around Maxcy Monument, which was erected in
1827 in the center of the common. Architect John Califf wanted to see if postholes or a
construction ditch dating from the early nineteenth century could be found adjacent to the
monument.
The Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology-sponsored project was carried out
as planned from June 11 through July 18, 1973 using University students as the
archaeological crew. Following the dig, research into the records of the University of
South Carolina Treasurer's Office in" the Caroliniana Library revealed many details relating
to the construction of the wells and their maintenance (Appendix), which will be discussed
in the following chapters.
A few months later, on February 19, 1974, University President Thomas F. Jones
wrote a letter to colleagues regarding the USC Horseshoe Renovation (Jones to
Colleagues). He pointed out that a faculty/staff/student planning committee had been
working on possible uses of the Horseshoe, while architects, engineers and landscape
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consultants studied "various aspects involved in the renovation and restoration of the
famous Horseshoe," and its buildings. The reconstruction of well houses on the
Horseshoe was one of the questions of interest.
President Jones reported that the University Board of Trustees had asked him "to
appoint an advisory committee representing faculty, staff, students, alumni and interested
local and State Historical representatives." He asked Robert L Stephenson to serve on the
advisory committee and stated that "the Horseshoe Renovation Project is one of the most
important projects undertaken in recent years." This committee was primarily interested in
the restoration of the buildings on the Horseshoe, not in the well houses.
On February 26, 1974, Stephenson and I met with The Horseshoe Renovation
Committee and various architects involved in the project to make a preliminary report. I
showed slides of the archaeological evidence for the various wells and showed artifacts
recovered during excavation. Also presented were the photographs taken during the
project, the master plan map, profile drawings and documentary research compiled for a
final written report. Lack of interest in restoring the well houses on the part of the advisory
committee removed the urgency for preparing a final report, and the report remained
unfinished as other sponsor-funded projects awaited me.
As a result of the current interest of Vice Provost, George Terry, in forming a
campus-wide committee to conduct additional on-campus archaeology, two meetings were
held at the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology in August and
September 1991, to discuss of the data I had in hand from the 1973 Horseshoe Project As
a result of these meetings, Bruce Rippeteau, Director of the Institute, made Institute
funding available to allow the preparation of this belated report on the Horseshoe Project.

Campus Archaeology
The primary goals of the Horseshoe Archaeological Project of 1973 were limited to
locating the wells and the original road down the center of the Horseshoe to the President's
House. The Horseshoe excavations as recorded in this report should prove valuable as a
background example for future campus archaeology. As the University of South Carolina
grows and changes because of continuing damage to the archaeological record through
construction and maintenance activities there will be an ever increasing need to record,
through archaeology, the cultural remains lying beneath the surface of the campus.
Some of the goals of professional archaeology include: 1) the discovery of

architectural features such as wells, roads, paths, privies, walls and foundations when
history has failed to record their exact location and discoveries that would lead to the
reconstruction of architectural features. 2) the recovery of artifacts associated with the
architectural features such as broken dishes, coins, glassware and other discarded trash
which can help determine the function of a feature and pin-point its use in time; and 3)
discovery of processes of culture and patterns of past Iifeways.
A major consideration of the 1973 project was the planned reconstruction of the
well houses in the exact location of the original wells. As it turned out, this was not done
at that time, but the data we recovered is presented here in case reconstruction is undertaken
in the future. Another example of these goals from the 1973 project is the accidental
discovery of the original foundation ditch for DeSaussure College in a location other than
its current one, providing a surprising bonus to the history of the Horseshoe and the
University.
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Uses to which this archeological information is put revolve around education,
training, and public awareness. Sometimes the major motivation for undertaking
excavation, is for recovery of information for exhibits for public education. Often,
in the case of restored buildings, those in charge of interpreting the house to the public are
interested in furnishing it with authentic artifacts like those used by the original inhabitants.
Fragments of dishes are sufficient to allow similar vessels to be purchased to furnish the
restored structure. Museum exhibits explaining the Horseshoe area and the early days of
South Carolina College can well be designed around archaeological fragments joined with
historical documentation.
The artifacts used in exhibits are reflective of past lifeways in which those who
used and discarded the objects are involved, such as life on a college campus. Scientific
omparison of artifact assemblages from college campuses, public buildings, domestic
households, factories and other such architectural use areas are being carried out by
archaeologists involved with comparative analyses for methodological reasons. The
refining of archaeological methods is an ongoing process, with each project contributing to
the accumulation of knowledge as to how best to deal with the archaeological record.

Training college students in the methods and theoretical concepts and
techniques of archaeology is an educational function served by the archaeological process.
However, archaeology conducted primarily for the purpose of training students, is
considered by the American Anthropological Association to be an unethical practice since
the scientific values of the site take precedence over solely educational goals. A research
design must accompany any archaeology conducted as a training program for students and
a professional quality report must be written and made accessible.
The general public and media are interested in archaeology as an endeavor that
captures the imagination. Some sponsors of archaeological projects have found that when
archaeology is being carried out the public is attracted to the site to watch the archaeological
process. At Town Creek Indian Mound State Historic Site in North Carolina, for instance,
archaeology for scientific purposes was carried out for forty years not only with scientific
goals in mind, but also with the education and enjoyment of the visiting public as well. At
the colonial capital of Spanish Florida, Santa Elena, on Parris Island, South Carolina,
archaeology is being carried out for scientific as well as educational purposes. Tourists and
school children are given a lecture on bleachers by an archaeologist while they watch
archaeology being conducted. Workshops for training teachers are also offered to
familiarize them with the goals and methods of archaeology

Political goals for generating good public relations, stimulating interest in
archaeology in sponsors and the public to gain support, are also a part of the archaeological
process. Archaeology is an expensive process and proposals in keeping with the goals of
the funding agencies are the ones that are funded. Because of this, archaeology is carried
out on those sites that are of interest to some funding agency, either for research directed
goals or to legally mitigate some damage to the cultural resource in question. Campus
archaeology carried out to mitigate damage to the buried archaeological record is a
worthwhile endeavor but it should be conducted under the direct, on-site supervision of a
qualified archaeologist who has a block of time to devote at least four months analysis and
writing time for each month offield work carried outon an archaeological site.
The 1973 Horseshoe Project involved thirty work study students and volunteers.
Newspaper articles appeared in The State, The Columbia Record and the Gamecock.
Charlotte and Columbia television stations reported on the excavation project as it
progressed. Much interest was generated by the discoveries through public relations
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media and through students and others passing by the excavation site as work was
underway.
A future program in campus archaeology at the University of South Carolina can be
successfully carried out on a continuing annual basis if a full-time archaeologist is
responsible for coordinating academic and research interests, supervising digs, writing
proposals for funding, coordinating public relations aspects of the dig, supervising analysis
of artifacts recovered, writing an annual scientific archaeology report and planning the
logistics for each dig. Such responsibility cannot be adequately carried out by a committee
alone or by an archaeologist committed to a full-time academic position or other research.
A multi-departmental, multi-disciplinary campus archaeology program, however, would
have many benefits, not the least of which would be a continuing high public relations
profile resulting from the effort.
The results of the Horseshoe Project of 1973, presented in full for the first time in
this report, is a pilot effort demonstrating the results that can be forthcoming from a small
scale, two month project. The fact that it has taken eighteen years for this report to be
completed is testimony to the need for a full-time archaeologist and a budgeted to
adequately carry out an on-going campus archaeology program on an annual basis. It
would be difficult to work such a project into an already existing academic or
archaeological research schedule. A program, such as I recommend here, when funded,
would logically be administered through the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and
Anthropology.

Historical Background Notes
The following notes are paraphrased from my original research design on
the work I did on the horseshoe (South 1973: 1-2).
Photographs published in 1889, several books on the history of the
University of South Carolina, and resource materials at The Caroliniana
Library are being utilized to provide background information for the
restoration architect, the landscape architect and the archaeologist (Green
1916; Meriwether 1889; The Garnet and Black 1899, Vol. 1). Of primary
archaeological concern are the several wells that once stood before the
buildings, some of which are shown in photographs taken in the 1880s.
Also of interest is the position of the central pathway that originally
provided access to the college buildings (Green 1916: 50).
The horseshoe shape came into being in 1898, when President
Frank C. Woodward replaced the central gate to the campus with two
entrances (Hollis 1968). After that two lanes, connected at the east end by a
horseshoe shaped curve were used, giving rise to liThe Horseshoell name.
The buildings facing the commons, now known as liThe
Horseshoell at the University of South Carolina, were the first built at South
Carolina College. Rutledge College was completed in 1805. The building
facing Rutledge, DeSaussure, completed in 1809, was known as North
Building (Green 1916: 113). Another campus building, also facing the park
or commons, was known as Commons Hall and came to be known as
IISteward's Hall ll because it was used by the food steward. It was located
where McCutchen now stands. The President's house was located at the
curved end of the Horseshoe and was torn down to make way for the
McKissick Library, now the campus museum.
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Rutledge, DeSaussure and
the other buildings standing on the
Horseshoe are scheduled for a face
lifting to restore their appearance to
the period immediately prior to the
Civil War. In connection with this
face lifting the area of the common,
the grassy, tree-lined park so familiar
to any student who has attended the
school since it opened its doors to
students in 1805, needed research
also (Green 1916). To do this,
historical research, architectural
research, and archaeological research
would be combined in our study.
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~nHoil
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(Meriwether 1889). When these are
located, the evidence found, when
L;eb~'D
combined with the photographs and
engravings, will allow the restoration
and landscape architects to plan for
the reconstruction of the well houses,
Current layout ofthe Horseshoe on the campus of which may serve to house drinking
the University ofSouth Carolina in Columbia
fountains with benches for rest and
(From Hollis 1968).
study. These gazebo-like well houses
could come to be favorite meeting
places for students, as they likely were in the formative days of the
University.
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In 1827, the Maxcy Monument was unveiled by the Clarioscophic
Society in honor of Dr. Jonathan Maxcy, the first president of the South
Carolina College (Green 1916: 158). It was located in a central position in
the Horseshoe.

With the above general background summary of historical information on the
buildings and wells on the Horseshoe in hand as a part of my research design, I scheduled
the archaeological work to begin on June 11, 1973. We were rained out the first day, so
our dig began on the 12th.
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Chapter 2

Searching for Wells on the Horseshoe
The Documentary Evidence· Three Periods of Well House Construction
Historical archaeology involves the piecing together of information, like a jigsaw
puzzle, from documentary evidence in the library as well as from clues lying beneath the
blanket of earth beneath our feet. In this chapter I present the documentary information
about the wells on the Horseshoe as revealed in my above ground research. From these
clues we discover that there were three major well digging and well house building
episodes on the Horseshoe in the nineteenth century.
We know from the documents, for instance, that DeSaussure College was
completed in 1809, and that while it and Rutledge were being built in 1807, $200 was paid
to Philips and Yates to repair and put in order the college wells (Appendix). I suspect
because of the high cost, that this was a contract, not only for digging the wells but for
building the well houses at both Rutledge and DeSaussure Colleges, and perhaps the
President's House also. These were the first generation wells and well houses on the
Horseshoe. There are no surviving maps or drawings showing the exact location of these
wells or what their well houses looked like, if such were the case locating these first wells
would be a relatively easy task. That is where archaeology come in.
There are, however, some documents, like pieces of a puzzle, that let us know
where the second generation of well houses once stood and what they looked like. In the
South Caroliniana Library Collection there is a painting showing the north half of the
Horseshoe made about 1850 by William Harrison Scarborough. Two well houses are
shown. These appeared to me to represent companion wells of similar construction. One
of these is located in front of Elliott and Harper Colleges and the other is in front of
DeSaussure College. Documents from the University Treasurer's Office in the Caroliniana
Library (Appendix) indicate that J. N. Scofield was paid $35. for "Diging, curbing &
Bricking under Frame, and Building well house, and Buckets, wheel chanes, etc.
complete" on October 3, 1848. We know that Harper College was built in 1848 (Green
1916: 51), so I suspect that the well dug by Scofield was for a well at Harper College. A
photograph taken in 1873 also shows the same, four-post well house seen in the
Scarborough painting (Hollis 1982:11). An engraving by Eugene Dovilliers, apparently
based on the Scarbrough painting, also shows a well house with four supporting posts for
the roof.
The University Treasurer's Office records reveal that a new well house was built in
1846, two years before Harper College was constructed (Appendix). I interpret this to be a
new well house at DeSaussure College, the four-post one shown in front of DeSaussure
College in the 1850 Scarborough painting.
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Detail from the painting by William Harrison Scarborough, c. 1850, showing the four-sided well houses
and the Maxcy Monument (Hollis 1982: xiii. Courtesy Daniel W. Hollis and The Institute for Southern
Studies, University of South Carolina. Columbia).

From these pieces of the puzzle we have learned that the well house in front of
DeSaussure, shown in the Scarborough painting, was built in 1846 and that for
Elliott/Harper was built in 1848, replacing the earlier 1807 period well house. From the
documents alone we don't know what the well house for the 1807 period wells looked like.

Detail of the lithograph by Eugene Dovilliers, ca. 1850, showing the Elliott/Harper well house (from A
Columbia Reader. 1786-1986. Courtesy of The Institute for Southern Studies, University of South
Carolina).
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Interpreting from the
photographs and engravings
of the well houses illustrated
by
Scarborough
and
Dovilliers we have drawn a
sketch of their likely
appearance from the mid18408 until they were replaced
by another style well house
built in the early 18808, to be
discussed below.
We move now in our
examination of puzzle pieces
to the late nineteenth century,
where we find a third type of well house illustrated in photographs and engravings. These
reveal an octagonal well house centered in front of DeSaussure College (Meriwether 1889;
The Garnet and Black Vol. 1, 1899: 22; Hollis 1982: 71). The octagonal well house
design is certainly different from the four-post design seen in the 1850 painting and
engraving. It is apparent, therefore, that this style well house was built before 1889, the
date of the publication of the photograph and engravings, and represents a third period of
construction of well houses on the Horseshoe.

A photograph ofDeSaussure College published in The Garnet andBlack in 1899 (VoL 1: 22), showing the
octagonal well house (lower right).
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An engraving, published in 1889, showing the DeSaussure well house (Meriwether 1889).
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Records reveal that lumber was purchased and work was done on a well in 1880
and 1881, which might be when the DeSaussure College octagonal well house was built
(Appendix). They also reveal, in an invoice dated March 4, 1882, that R. W. Johnson built
a new well house "8 square as per contract," at a total cost of $70. The "8 square" I
interpret to mean octagonal, as seen in the photograph and engravings. These pieces of the
puzzle reveal that there were two new well houses built between 1880 and 1882. Since the
1889 engravings show octagonal well houses in front of DeSaussure and Elliott/Harper
Colleges it appears that the new well houses of 1880-1882 were for those buildings. There
is a good view of the details of an octagonal well house in the foreground of an engraving
of Rutledge College, but the well house is that for DeSaussure College (Meriwether 1889).

Rutledge College, showing the well house for DeSaussure College in the right foreground. (Meriwether 1889).

The octagonal well house period of the 1880s is also illustrated in views of
Elliott/Harper College, and Lagare and Pinckney Colleges, where another detailed view of
the octagonal architecture of the Elliott/Harper well house is seen (Meriwether 1889).

An engraving showing an octagonal well house in front of the junction of Elliott and Harper Colleges
(Meriwether 1889).
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A close-up view of the Elliott/Harper well house, with Legare and Pinckney Colleges in the background
(Meriwether 1889).

From the excellent
engravings and from the
photograph of the various
octagonal well houses, we
were able to draw a sketch of
the appearance of the
octagonal well houses used at
DeSaussure and Elliott/Harper
Colleges. From the records
from
the
University
Treasurer's Office, we have
learned that this type well
house was in use on the
Horseshoe from around 1882
to shortly after 1900.
In 1890, 500 brick were purchased 1Ito arch well,1I and eight years later, AM.
Wallace was paid $25. for "arching two wells in Campus" (Appendix). These three wells
were the one at the President's house and at DeSaussure and Elliott/Harper. Arching the
wells probably represents the change from well buckets to mechanical pumps. To do this
the well house would be removed from above the well and a large hole would be dug,
around the top of the well hole. Bricks would be laid in the shape of an igloo arch in a
circle around and over the well shaft, leaving a hole at the top through which the pipe for
the mechanical pump would pass into the well shaft The pipe would be sealed in place by
concrete. This type of cap over a well is more sanitary in that the arched dome is designed
to prevent ground water from finding its way into the well shaft and contaminating the
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water. This would be an added protection against typhoid fever (Hollis 1982: 9). Arching
the wells did not mean that the wells were sealed and ceased to be used, only that they were
being made more sanitary. Once the wells themselves were arched below ground surface,
the well houses were replaced over them and cast iron pumps were likely installed
With the introduction of running water, however, shortly after 1900, President
Frank C. Woodward removed the well houses from the Horseshoe (Hollis 1968). The
well shafts were likely filled in at that time with soil, trash and rubble. The evidence for the
existence of the wells and the three generations of well houses became buried beneath a soil
blanket, which I removed in my 1973 excavations. In doing so I was to discover, not only
evidence for the well houses of the 18408 and the 18808 at DeSaussure and Harper/Elliott
Colleges, but I also found the ruins of two wells at Rutledge College, the original well hole
of 1807 and a replacement well, including evidence for the size of the well houses
involved. The archaeological pieces to the puzzle we have been putting together are
presented in the chapters to follow.

[

Chapter 3

Discovering the Rutledge College Wells
Archaeologists use a number of methods to search for evidence lying below the
surface of the earth before they dig large holes to reveal ruins such as the well ruins we
sought on the Horseshoe. If masonry features of brick, or stone, or drain pipes are
sought, a sharp pointed steel probe is often pushed into the earth to strike such
objects lying below the surface of the earth. When the probe strikes something it is pulled
out and the tip is carefully examined. If a white lime powder is seen on the tip of the probe
that leaves a white streak when smeared with the finger, it likely struck lime mortar, if a red
brick-colored powder is seen on the tip, it is likely that it struck brick. If a white powder is
seen that does not leave a white streak when smeared on the finger, the probe likely struck
stone.
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If a linear feature such as a ditch, a road, a moat, a foundation ditch, or a buggy
lane are sought, long narrow trenches are often used in an attempt to cross the linear
feature at a right angle and reveal it as a discoloration in the soil at the bottom of the trench
or in the profile wall of the trench where it crosses the feature.
If the ruins of a house site or village site are sought, where occupation debris from
those once living on the site is expected to be concentrated, the method often used is to dig
a series of sample holes in a randomly placed pattern within a grid in order to recover
artifacts. By plotting the density of the artifacts in the various holes the archaeologist is
able to determine where the greatest density of objects is, and once this is determined, to
excavate large areas where most artifacts were found. This usually results in the discovery
of the limits of the occupation site.
Other methods involve simply collecting artifacts from past occupation of a site
from the surface in a controlled manner in order to determine the area of greatest
concentration. Other methods are: to use remote sensing procedures, such as groundpenetrating radar, resistivity, and a proton magnetometer.
I chose to use the steel probe because I was looking for brick supporting footings
for the well houses. I was also using as a guide the documentary information outlined in
Chapter 2 as to where the wells on the Horseshoe might be located. I reasoned that if brick
footings or walls for supporting the well houses were still below the surface of the
Horseshoe, I might strike one or more of these with the probe. Using this method I was
able to locate what felt like a brick footing on both sides of the brick sidewalk about 100
feet in front of the central door to DeSaussure College. Probing many holes where I struck
the brick I was able to determine that a brick area about two feet square seemed to be
located below the surface on each side of the walk. I dug a two foot square hole and found
such footings. I knew then I would have to open a large area on each side of the walk to
expose fully the remains I had found with the probe.
I used the same technique beside the sidewalk 100 feet from the central door of
Rutledge College under the assumption that the Rutledge College well would have been
located the same distance from the front of that building. At Rutledge I failed to strike
brick with my probe. However, I saw a depression in the bricks of the sidewalk at that
13
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point, as though the walk had been built over a well hole and had settled where the hole had
been. I also saw where the sidewalk had been repaired at the depression and speculated
that if a well was below the walk at that point the sidewalk may have collapsed into the well
hole at some time in the past, resulting in the repaired walk. With these clues that there had
likely been a well there, I excavated a five-foot wide trench beside the sidewalk on the west
side under the assumption that a well had been there, and that the depression in the walk
revealed its location, even though no illustration has been found for such a well.
At the depression in the brick walk our excavation revealed the west edge of a
circular feature, being I thought, the filled-in well hole. Two square postholes ten feet
apart, revealed where the postholes for the west side of the well house had been dug,
probably the Rutledge College well of 1807. This first campus well, instead of having a
platform, had four posts, set into holes in the ground, supporting a roof over the windlass.
I had found evidence for interpreting the appearance of the first generation of well houses
on the Horseshoe, from which a drawing of the appearence of the first campus wells could
be made.
At the north edge of our trench, where two walks crossed, we found a surprise.
The edge of what appeared to be another well was seen. I expanded the trench toward the
northwest along the edge of the cross-walk, revealing more of this feature, verifying that
we had found another well hole with a single round posthole beside it The remainder of
the well hole was beneath where the brick walks crossed.

The trench at Rutledge College showing the arc of the well hole feature beneath the sidewalk, with students
David Mullis (left) and Leonard Henry (right) pointing to postholes for the well house. Note dark soil arc
at left ofphoto representing the replacement welL
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Brick
Walk

Area 38Rd53-8

Rutledge Well
I

10 Square
Well House
Post holes r - - Area 38Rd53-7

A drawing sJwwing the relationship between the two Rutledge wells.

I have interpreted this second Rutledge well as a replacement for the original well.
I surmised that the original well shaft must have collapsed, causing a new well shaft to be
dug close by. This interpretation was supported by the fact that the original well hole, 100
feet from the front of Rutledge, was continuing to settle after 170 years, causing a
depression in the brick walk laid over it in recent years. An unlined hole, such as a well
shaft, will sometimes continue to collapse at the water-filled bottom, as the water table
fluctuates. The water table sometimes dissolves the soil at the bottom, causing it to go into
solution, causing settling in the soil filled shaft above. Settling also occurs when the shaft
is filled with some bio-degradable material, such as bark, or sawdust, or wood.
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The ten-foot well house with posts set into postholes in the ground and not on brick
footings would tend to rot, and termites would act to shorten the use-life of the well house.
Since DeSaussure and Rutledge were companion buildings, under construction at the same
time (Bryan 1976: 29), I feel certain that a matching well house to that at Rutledge once
stood 100 feet south of DeSaussure. Since documents indicate the Rutledge and
DeSaussure were begun 1805 and construction continued until 1809 on DeSaussure, I date
these wells to that time period, being the first generation of wells on the campus.
In June 1837,the wells were cleaned for $4.50. Two months later, a new well was
dug by "Edmund" at a cost of $17.00. More cleaning was needed, six days later, being
carried out by "Negro Charles." Three months after that, in November 1837, repairs were
made to a "well in Commons yard," costing $5.00, and a new well house was built at a
cost of $32.50. (Appendix). This new well and house, I believe, was for the replacement
for the original well at Rutledge.

Eleven years later when the new wells at Rutledge (1846) and Elliott!Harper (1848)
were completed, I believe the replacement well at Rutledge was abandoned and filled in. In
this regard, around 1850, William Harrison Scarborough painted Rutledge College (Hollis
1982: xi, xxi), and no well is shown. However, in front of Rutledge, Scarborough painted
what appears to be a bare earth spot with fresh dirt, which I believe is the scar for
the Rutledge well, backfilled shortly before the painting was made; The two well houses,
built at DeSaussure (1846), and at Harper (1848), became the second generation of well
houses on the Horseshoe until the 1880-82 period when the final generation of well houses
was built., as revealed by paintings, photographs and engravings (Hollis 1982).
The first well
house built on the
Horseshoe at Rutledge
College, as well as the
matching one at
DeSaussure College,
had wooden posts
spaced ten feet apart
set into holes in the
earth.
A shingled
roof was placed over
this, with a windlass
for use in winding up
the rope to raise the
bucket of water.
Drawing ofthe earliest type of well house on the Horseshoe, used
at Rutledge during the first thirty years, and at DeSaussure for forty years.
The replacement well, likely constructed in 1837, was ot this type, and
lasted only about ten years until it, too, was abandoned when a new
well was built at DeSaussure in 1846.

Just as I had completed our work and taken photographs and made drawings of the
evidence for the wells we had discovered at Rutledge, a summer storm filled the excavated
area with water. This water, soaking into the soft earth of the replacement well shaft easier
than into the clay subsoil, softened the soil in the shaft, causing it to settle downward in
both wells, collapsing the walk above the original well, and leaving a space below the
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replacement well. The area had to be roped off to prevent students from falling into the
well shafts, while the University maintenance personnel from Physical Plant Services
brought soil to fill the depressions and laid a new brick walk over the two collapsed wells.
This event demonstrated that the water table below, tapped by the wells, continues to
dissolve soil and carry it away, causing continual settling of the contents of the well shafts.

The collapsed well shaft ofthe replacement well after a summer storm wet the shaft fill, causing it to settle
downward into the welL
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Chapter 4

Revealing the DeSaussure College Well
The DeSaussure Wells
To begin our excavation at
DeSaussure College I excavated a five
foot wide trench thirty feet long,
parallel with the east side of the brick
walk where I had probed and
discovered brick footings below the
surface. This revealed two brick
footings ten feet apart, with the arc of
a large hole between them and the
walk. I also excavated a seven foot
wide trench along the west side of the
walk, revealing two other footings
and a scatter of loose bricks in an arcshaped, filled-in hole between the
footings. The well-hole represented
by the soil discoloration measured
twelve feet across. The outside
measurement of the four brick
footings was 12 by 15 feet. This
would suggest that a rectangular well
house platform about 11 by 14 feet in
size sat on the footings.
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Drawing of the well hole, brick-bat footings and other
details one hundred feet south ofDeSaussure College.

Documents indicate that new well houses were built in 1846 (probably at
DeSaussure, and 1848 (at Harper), (Appendix; Hollis 1982) and I think the large
rectangular well-house platform I found was likely built in 1846. Evidence for the smaller
original well house such as that found at Rutledge College was not found. Such evidence
was likely destroyed when the larger well hole found by us was dug.
Besides the well hole and footings for the second generation well house, we found
three other interesting features representing past activity: 1) four postholes which I
interpret as being from a hitching post or rail for tying horses adjacent to the west side of
the well house, 2) an irregular-shaped shallow depression, on the west side of the well
house, continuing toward the northwest, which contained artifacts of the early nineteenth
century. I interpret this distrubed area as a waste water area caused by water thrown from
the well house platform on the west side and 3) some ditches, one on each side of the well
house running north and south, that pre-date the digging of the well and the construction of
the brick well house footings we found. These ditches are discussed in a later chapter.
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Students David Mullis and Leonard Henry pointing to the outer edge of the large hole for the well at
DeSaussure College. The four brick-bat footings for a 11 by 14 foot well house are seen just outside the
well hole.

Chapter 5

Opening the Elliott/Harper College Wells
Because the wells at Rutledge and DeSaussure were located 100 feet in front of
those buildings, I probed the area 100 feet south of the face of Harper and Elliott Colleges
to feel for brick footings where the painting and engravings had shown wells to have been
located at various times in the 19th century. I found a place in front of the west door of
Harper College where I struck bricks. I dug to reveal what I had found. The excavation
area I dug was a square 23 feet on each side. This window into the past would prove to
reveal evidence for the rectangular 1848 well house, the 1882 octagonal well house, and
the 1898 arching of the well with bricks to keep out surface water and make the well more
sanitary.
During the removal of the topsoil blanket from the excavation area the remains of
the brick footing I had located with the probe were found. Fourteen feet to the west of this
footing I found the dark soil fill of a hole where I interpreted another footing to have been.
These features are the remains, I believe, of the 1848 well house, like the one at
DeSaussure, having footings covering an area 11 by 14 feet in size. The missing brick
footings had apparently been destroyed by a large round doughnut shaped feature fifteen
feet across, having a central"hole" area three feet wide containing ash and white sand..
This feature, very similar to the large hole feature seen at the DeSaussure well site, I
thought to have been dug to arch the well with bricks in 1898. To determine this,
however, I would have to dig deeper.
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Brick Footing Ditch for
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A drawing ofthe archaeological features found 100 feet south ofthe west door ofHarper College.
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Around the east edge of the large well hole feature we found three straight footing
ditches, forming part of an octagon shape, apparently representing what remained of the
octagonal well houses seen in the engravings published in 1889. The large well hole
apparently had destroyed some of the octagonal footings when it was dug, revealing that it
dated later than the octagonal footings I had found. I interpret this hole as that having been
dug in 1898 to arch the well. A recent pipe ditch cut directly across the well hole feature,
making an angle over it. An area of disturbed soil beyond the south edge of the large hole
feature containing brick-bats may have been a water drainage area similar to that seen to the
west of the hole at the well at DeSaussure College. Such a depression may have been used
to carry surface water away from the well area.
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A view of the Elliott/Harper well hole area looking toward the northeast, with students David Mullis on the
left pointing to a posthole and Leonard Henry pointing to the junction oftwo small construction ditches for
the 1882 octagonal well house. The brick footing for the 1848 rectangular well house is at right center.
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After mapping
and photographing the
archaeological features
revealed in the area we
had excavated, I again
used the probe to feel
below the exposed
level.
The probe
struck brick about two
feet deep within the
large circular area we
had found. I decided
to dug a section of the
large hole to a deeper
level to expose these
bricks. In doing so
we exposed the
exterior brick arched
dome built by A M.
Wallace in 1898.
When we dug into the
ash-filled doughnutshaped center the of
the large hole outline,
we found an opening
in the top of the brick
dome.
Students cleaning the area above the arched brick dome ofthe archaeologically
revealed Elliott/Harper College well.

The soil inside the top of the arched well was loose, with large air spaces beneath
the dome. Some bricks had been removed from around the hole at the top of the arch,
probably when the wells were removed from the Horseshoe not long after 1900, when
running water became available on campus. The soil in the well shaft had been
intentionally thrown into the area through the hole at the top of the dome. This was
probably done by campus maintenance personnel to prevent the hollow well shaft from
becoming a problem through cave-ins and settling in the years to follow.
With timber shoring in place and a rope tied onto the student inside the well dome in
case of sudden settling of the well shaft soil, we removed some of the dirt from the top few
feet of the well. In this fill soil were a number of glass test tubes and other artifacts from
the early twentieth century, apparently from a chemistry laboratory. We became somewhat
concerned that perhaps dangerous chemicals might have been disposed of in the well also,
along with the test tubes. Since our goal was not to excavate the wells to remove artifacts
we called a halt to our excavations after seven weeks of work.
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Students Wayne Roberts and Leonard Henry, working on removzng arrlJacts
from the top few feet of the Elliott/Harper well, arched with bricks in 1898,
and filled in in the early years of the twentieth century.

Summary of the Wells
From the archaeology, along with the documents we have mentioned, I was able to
arrive at a summary of the wells on the Horseshoe. Somewhere between 1805 and 1807,
the well at Rutledge was dug and covered with a 101 square well house. Within a year or
so the well at DeSaussure was dug and probably furnished with a well house matching that
at Rutledge. In 1837 a new well was dug by Edmund, and a new well frame was built. I
interpret this as the replacement well discovered at Rutledge.
In 1846 a new well house was built by Smith Hoyt, likely being the rectangular
well house at DeSaussure sitting on brick footings spaced at 11 by 14 feet apart. Two
years later another new well house was built, likely at Harper, completed that year. We
found one of the brick footings for this well house. Throughout the nineteenth century the
wells were periodically cleaned out.

25
In 1882 a new well house was built by R.W. Johnson, "8 sq.," probably indicating
the octagonal well house illustrated in engravings published in 1889 in front of
Elliott/Harper. In 1890 a well was arched by R. M. Anderson using 500 bricks. I suspect
this was the well at the president's house. Mechanical pumps may well have been in use
by this time, since three faucets were repaired in the yard in 1889. In 1898, A M. Wallace
arched two wells for $25. These were, as our archaeological evidence indicates, the wells
at DeSaussure and Elliott/Harper.
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From the exploratory archaeology on the Horseshoe we have recovered much
information about three types of wells once located there. If other wells were located on
the south side of the Horseshoe it will be up to future archaeology to locate them, though
our documentary research has not given us reason to suggest that wells were located there.
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In the process of revealing the clues to the wells at DeSaussure College some
ditches were discovered that proved to be a foundation ditch for DeSaussure College at a
different location than where it was eventually constructed. This surprising discovery is
discussed in the next chapter.

. CORNER MAIN AND LUMBER STREETS.

An invoice for well buckets and chains for two wells on the Horseshoe in 1882, when the college
was known as The South Carolina College ofAgriculture and Mechanic Arts (Hollis 1982: xix).
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Students Wayne Roberts and Leonard Henry, working on removing artLJacts
from the top few feet of the Elliott/Harper well, arched with bricks in 1898,
and filled in in the early years of the twentieth century_

Summary of the Wells
From the archaeology, along with the documents we have mentioned, I was able to
arrive at a summary of the wells on the Horseshoe. Somewhere between 1805 and 1807,
the well at Rutledge was dug and covered with a 10' square well house. Within a year or
so the well at DeSaussure was dug and probably fwnished with a well house matching that
at Rutledge. In 1837 a new well was dug by Edmund, and a new well frame was built. I
interpret this as the replacement well discovered at Rutledge.
In 1846 a new well house was built by Smith Hoyt, likely being the rectangular
well house at DeSaussure sitting on brick footings spaced at 11 by 14 feet apart. Two
years later another new well house was built, likely at Harper, completed that year. We
found one of the brick footings for this well house. Throughout the nineteenth century the
wells were periodically cleaned out.

Chapter 6

Discovering A Change of Plan
at DeSaussure College
Ditches Are Discovered
As archaeology was carried out
one hundred feet south of the front face
of DeSaussure College to discover the
well and well house record in the soil,
two dark linear features two feet wide
were found, running north-south, parallel
to the present brick walk leading up to the
central door of DeSaussure. The fact that
the well hole and brick-bat footings for
the well intruded onto these dark ditchlike features indicated that the ditches predated the construction of the well. I
extended my original well-search trenches
on each side of the brick walkway to the
north and south from the well hole area to
follow these mysterious linear features. I
found by doing this that the feature on the
east side of the walk made a II Til
connection with a larger three-foot wide
feature running east-west at its north end.
When I extended my trench on the west
side of the walk southward I found that it
too joined a larger east-west ditch feature.
The distance between the east-west linear
features was 51 feet.
The foundation ditch outline for the
northeast corner of the central block of the
originally planned location of DeSaussure
College, 100 feet south of its present site.

What were we dealing with here?, I wondered. I speculated that if a formal
garden was once laid out around the well ihen these two- and three-foot wide dark
ditch areas were, perhaps, the walkways. With six inches of topsoil presently
above the features, it seemed unlikely that such deep walkways were the answer,
however. To explore the extent of the features I began cutting small trenches and
squares in line with the features to determine their extent. What I found was that a
central area, fifty one feet square, outlined by ditch features three feet wide, were
joined by north-south running ditches only two feet wide. To the west of the
central square ditch-enclosed area, other ditches around an area twenty-eight feet
wide joined the central squares. This narrower area extended to the west of the
central block a distance of eighty feet.
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With this information in hand I asked whether thetwenty-eight foot wide
"arm" extended toward the east also. To answer this question I cut a north-south
running trench east of, and parallel with the first trench I had dug. This trench
verified my previous findings. Two additional test holes, to the east, verified that
there was an arm extending toward the east from the central square area, just as had
been the case toward the west. The feature pattern was becoming quite complex.
As I puzzled over the function of these dark-colored ditch-like features, I finally
decided to cut a profile of one of the features to determine its depth. The profile
revealed that the hole was eight tenths of a foot deep below the subsoil level. With
six inches of topsoil above that, which meant the original ditches had been about
eighteen inches deep. These features were indeed ditches, like a foundation ditch
for a building, I thought.

The Original DeSaussure Foundation
As I pondered the plan view drawing I made of these ditches, I noticed that
the junction of the two arms extending from the central area lined up with the
junction of the wings of DeSaussure College with the larger central part of the
building. Suddenly a light dawned! Could this series of ditches be an earlier
foundation for DeSaussure College? I took my ditch drawing and went to the
basement crawlway door of DeSaussure to go beneath the floor to see if the pattern
of crosswalls lined up with ditches I had found. When I had gained access to the
locked door to the area beneath DeSaussure, and took measurements, I found that
the foundation of DeSaussure and the set of ditches I had found were the same
layout! I had found the explanation for the ditches. They were the foundation for
DeSaussure College that had apparently originally been laid out 100 feet further
south than the building standing there today.
The original plan had apparently called for the wings of DeSaussure College
to be built 220 feet north of Rutledge, but after the foundation ditches were dug, a
decision was made to build DeSaussure College further north, making a commons
area between them 320 rather than 220 feet wide. I wondered why this decision
had been made, since it was an early, major one on the part of the college officials
that determined the location of all subsequent buildings on the Horseshoe. Why
had DeSaussure's foundation originally been planned and the ditches dug before the
controlling Board of Trustees realized that the commons area between the two
buildings would be too narrow and that DeSaussure needed to be built 100 feet
further north?

In addressing this question I noticed that College Street at the west end of
the Horseshoe is off-center from the Horseshoe, with the north edge of the street
lining up with the center of the Horseshoe. I then drew a map showing the
relationship of Rutledge and DeSaussure Colleges and the location of the original
foundation ditches for DeSaussure College, in relation to the projected position of
College Street. When I did this it became clear that DeSaussure College had
originally been planned to be the same distance from College Street as Rutledge,
since both Rutledge and the original foundation ditches of DeSaussure are 47 feet
from the edge of the projected edge of College Street. It was apparent, therefore,
that the street layout of Columbia had originally influenced the positioning of
DeSaussure College.
When the Gamecock published my map on July 19, 1973, showing the
original location of DeSaussure's foundation, a colleague who is a historian
chastized me for suggesting that I had found the originally planned location of
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DeSaussure College. He said he didn't have any idea what I had found, but that it
couldn't be the ditch for the originally planned location of DeSaussure, since that
fact would have been written down somewhere! I reminded him that about ninety
percent of what we know from the past was not written down but had been derived
from archaeological knowledge of the material remains that have survived. He
insisted, however, that if it existed in the past, the written word would witness it.
If a document turned up saying the Board voted to move the building site 100 feet
to the north he would believe it, he said. Archaeologists often face skeptics who
assume the written word is somehow more complete, more accurate, and somehow
more sacrosanct than material remains from the past surviving in the pages of the
earth.
Three years later, in 1976, architect John Morrill Bryan published his
excellent bookAn Architectural History ofthe South Carolina College, 1801-1855.
He was conducting research for his book when I was digging on the Horseshoe in
1973 and it was through his interest in locating the wells that my work was
instigated. Unlike my historian colleague, John could accept archaeological data
when he saw it and the location of the original foundation revealed through
archaeology is shown in his book on a drawing by Alex James of the early history
of the Horseshoe (Bryan 1976: 38).
Bryan points out that College Street as we know it today was originally
known as Medium Street on the 1786 plan of Columbia (1976: 5, 42). He reveals
that the Board of Trustees laid out a plan on May 27, 1802, stating (Bryan 1976:
28):
There shall be two Buildings fronting each other, at such a Distance apart,
as will be suitable to the Land to be procured (say) not exceeding Three
hundred feet.
Three and one-half years later, on November 16, 1805, Edward Hooker drew a
map of the building layout that was to become the Horseshoe and, after visiting the site
where construction of Rutledge and DeSaussure buildings (known originally as South and
North Buildings) was underway, he said (Bryan 1976: 29):
The plan is to have two buildings of perhaps 160 feet in length each, facing
each other at the distance of 160 feet apart.
But sometimes plans don't work out. It is interesting to note that Rutledge today is
220 feet long, not 160. Sometime after Edward Hooker made his observation regarding
160 feet for the length of Rutledge (the same distance to separate Rutledge from
DeSaussure), the decision was made to build Rutledge 220 feet long rather than 160. This
called for a comparable 220 foot separation of the two buildings, which is the distance
separating the wing of Rutledge from the foundation ditch of the wing for DeSaussure
foundation that I found. Then, sometime after the foundation was dug, but before the brick
masonry was laid in the ditch, another decision was made to move the location of
DeSaussure College another 100 feet to the north, creating the 320 foot separation between
the two buildings we see today. If this last decision had not been made, the Horseshoe
today would be the same width as the length of Rutledge College, 220 feet.
Archaeology revealed the fact that the original foundation wing was 220 feet from
the Rutledge wings, which is the same distance as its width. The historical documentation
from Edward Hooker has allowed us to learn of the 160 foot stage in the planning process
which, however, was never carried out, so is not reflected in the real world. We also learn
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there of the Board's idea that the distance between the buildings should not exceed 300
feet. I wonder what Richard Clark, the architect thought, when he had dug the foundation
ditch for DeSaussure College 220 feet from Rutledge and then had to do the same thing
again 100 feet further north. We know this happened from the archaeological record. John
Bryan tells us that Richard Clark and the Board of Trustees were in serious conflict in
1806. I suggest that one conflict may have been the decision to move DeSaussure 100 feet
to the north after the foundation ditches were already dug (Bryan 1976: 43-44), a decision
revealed in the archaeological record.

'-----
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Chapter 7

Finding College Street on the Horseshoe
One of my primary goals in my 1973 archaeology project was to find evidence of
the original central location of College Street on the Horseshoe. The central entrance to the
commons off Sumter Street can be seen in a pre-1835 painting (Hollis 1982:9), and in a
lithograph of about 1850 (Green 1916:50, page 8 of this report).
The central road down the tree-lined common from Sumter Street to the President's
House (where the McKissick Museum now stands) was used throughout the nineteenth
century. The Horseshoe shape for the South Carolina College common came into being in
1898, when President Frank C. Woodward replaced the central lane gate to the 1807
President's House at the east end of the common with two entrances (Hollis 1968). Mter
this time, instead of reaching the President's House by means of a central lane, two lanes,
connected at the east end by a horseshoe shaped curve were used, giving rise to the
Horseshoe name.
To search for evidence of the original central College street, to possibly be of use
to the architect in the event the central road might be restored, I decided to cut a 55 foot
north-south trench three feet wide in the central area of the Horseshoe between the
Harper/Elliott buildings on the north and Legare/Pinckney structures on the south. I
anticipated finding ruts or other evidence of buggy and carriage traffic crossing this trench
at a right angle. Old roads and pathways can be found by archaeologically removing the
soil from a roadway area and looking for soil discolorations reflecting ruts and other
depressions caused by horse and carriage and wagon traffic.
Using a crew of six students (thirty in all during the project) we threw the topsoil
layer from a 55 foot long, three-foot wide trench, revealing white sand streaks crossing it at
a right angle. I widened the trench to five feet in in some areas to get a better look. The
white sand streaks we found had filled the original buggy ruts in the clay, probably as a
maintenance technique to repair the rutted street.
We found that the ruts were located on each side of an area where brick fragments
suggested that a central brick walk had once existed. This rubble may be from a central
walk shown in a photograph (Hollis 1982:11).
The ruts we found seemed to represent two lanes of traffic, one (on the south), was
seven feet wide, and another, ten feet to the north, twenty-two feet wide. These ruts were
probably made by buggy and horse travel to and from the president's house at the curved
end of the Horseshoe, where McKissick Museum now stands.
We also excavated a cross shaped well-search area north of Maxcy Monument
where more buggy ruts were revealed (38Rd53-10), but these did not align with the central
Horseshoe road. With the discovery that evidence remained for the original buggy-rutted
College Street and brick walk down the center of the common, we turned our attention to
other goals. We knew that, if necessary, future archaeology could reveal evidence for the
central roadway wherever a trench was excavated where it had been.
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A drawing ofthe trench revealing buggy ruts in the central Horseshoe area and a south facing photo ofthe
south end ofthe trench showing sand filled buggy ruts.

Chapter 8

Sampling the Horseshoe Clues
In our exploratory excavations looking for wells and the central road clues, we also
dug sample holes where we probed bricks below the surface, where we looked for wells
by opening areas where we thought they might be, and where we wanted to determine
whether subsurface postholes and other features might be located. One such sample hole
was dug adjacent to Maxcy Monument to determine if postholes and other features in the
area of the monument could still be found archaeologically.

Sampling at Maxcy Monument
To examine the northwest comer area of the Maxcy Monument to determine
whether evidence could be found of construction ditches for the monument, I dug an
exploratory hole six by ten feet in size. We wanted to determine if archaeological features
could be found in the area of the monument The construction hole for Maxcy Mounument
was found intruding onto a ditch in which three posthole impressions were found. These
posts and ditch pre-dated the construction of the monument. This sample hole revealed
that evidence for past disturbances into the subsoil of the Horseshoe did exist to be
revealed through archaeology.
A photograph of 1873 shows a fence across the Horseshoe near the monument,
apparently enclosing it inside a fenced-in area (Hollis 1982: 11). By revealing features in
the sample hole at the monument we felt confident that, if it became necessary (for
restoration purposes) to locate the postholes for the fence around the monument, we could
find them as we found postholes in the sample hole at the Maxcy Monument.

Maxcy Monument -1827

i
N

Area 38Rd53-12

benches

Post holes

Plan view drawing of the Maxcy Monument area showing the pre-1827 ditch
with posthole impressions in the fill.
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Sampling at McCutchen College
Buggy Ruts

1

N

feature?

Area 38Rd53-10

When I discovered well ruins
100 feet south of DeSaussure and
Elliott/Harper Colleges, I measured
100 feet south of McCutchen College
and, although I could feel no bricks
with my probe, I opened a crossshaped sample area in the hope of
perhaps finding a well there. All we
found were some buggy ruts and a
feature that appeared to represent a
tree hole. No well was located 100
feet south of McCutchen.

Buggy ruts seen in the sample hole at McCutchen College.

Discovering a Gutter Drain in a Sample Hole at Elliott/Harper Colleges
In my search for wells I used the probe and punched holes in a great many areas of
the Horseshoe. One of these areas was in front of Elliott/Harper College. A brick feature
of some kind was discovered with the probe at the south edge of the brick walk, just south
of the junction of Elliott and Harper Colleges. I determined by probing many holes and
striking bricks, that a linear brick feature running at a right angle to the buildings was
located about one foot below the ground surface. To see what this feature was I excavated
a hole and discovered the remains of a brick drain. Later, I examined a photograph of these
buildings, published in 1899, and could see a brick surface drain, such as I had found,
extending from each downspout on the front of Elliott and Harper Colleges.
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Drawing ofthe halfofa brick drain shown in relation to the gutter downspout pipes at the junction of
Elliott/Harper Colleges.
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Photograph ofElliott/Harper Colleges showing in the lower right corner the straight lines ofthe brick
drains (Garnet andBlack. 1899), Vol. 1: 26). These drains are now buried beneath soil brought in to
landscape theHorseshoe.

Sampling DeSaussure College Looking for Arched Windows
As our archaeological work was underway in 1973, the architect, John Bryan was
interested in determining if the middle row of windows of DeSaussure College had
originally been arched as he suspected. I volunteered to use a hammer and knock away
enough plaster from the face of DeSaussure College to determine if this were indeed the
case. I was able to demonstrate that the windows were indeed originally arched, by
revealing the bricks above one of the windows.

Archaeologist, Stanley South, removing a sample ofplaster from the face ofDeSaussure College to reveal
the brick arch above the windows on the secondfloor.

PART II - THE ARTIFACT ANALYSIS by Carl Steen
Chapter 9
The Material Culture of the Horseshoe
Introduction
As a graduate of USC it is with a little guilt that I must report that I never much
thought about the long term history of the University, or of the campus. It has just always
been there, a force of good doing battle against the evil Tigers of Clemson every year. But
the University has a long history of success, failure, and even downright abandonment at
times. When we read the histories of the University that have been written--LaBorde,
Green, Hollis--we find much discussion of the administration and of prominent figures, of
the growth and decline in student population, and even of the politics of the day.
What we don't find is discussions of the daily life of the students. Few diaries of
student life exist, and if we found one instead of telling us about their material culture it
would probably say something like: IIApril10--Got up, Went to class. What a bore. That
Thomas Cooper is nuts. Later Went went to eat at Green's Tavern (the food at the
Commons is terrible), where we discussed the possible fate of Unionists (especially that
James Petigru). Some of the guys thought hanging was too good for them, although I
would disagreell •
Even if we have to read carefully, or between the lines to find them, there are
doubtlessly clues in the documentary record to the daily life and material culture of the
students of USC over the years. With the limited amount of work conducted thus far and
what we know of such sites of the 19th century in general we can make some reasonable
predictions of what might constitute a student's material culture assemblage, and what
might constitute the assemblage of the University at large. Considering, however, that the
excavations were conducted with the recovery of architectural information, rather than
behavioral information in mind, it is perhaps safer to take a more passive approach. We
have the material culture, and can make statements based upon what that tells us. We can
also build a theoretical model of student life and behavior from what we know from the
documentary record, and from what we know about living in the world in general, and use
that in a recursive manner--contrasting our expectations with reality. Stanley South's
exchange with the eminent historian (discussed above) reminds us that a dialectic approach
is useful in general.
From the archaeological and documentary records we know that the areas
excavated, for the most part, are around wells in front of places people lived. These were
mostly young white men--private servants (or slaves) were not allowed (Green 1916:307).
We could predict that areas would see more traffic than a random spot with no landmarks,
and that the activities conducted there would be likely to be associated with everyday life in
an institutional setting. Thus the artifacts that we expect to find might include pitchers and
basins for shaving and washing, vessels for carrying and drinking water, buttons from
their clothes, pencils, coins, and other items that one might drop or lose--all of which were
found. We would not expect to find artifacts common on farms and other domestic sites
like tools for weaving, farm implements, and that sort of thing, and indeed, did not
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We do not know what the policy of the University was then regarding trash
disposal, eating in rooms, who was supposed to provide dishes and utensils, and other
such details. A Common dining hall was built in 1806, and was the source of much student
irritation over the years. One would certainly expect them to provide dishes for the
students, but there does not appear to be a pervasive "china" pattern among the ceramics in
the archaeological record of the Horseshoe. We could argue, of course, that the Steward
may have disposed of his trash behind the Commons rather than in front of it, and that the
ceramics around the well were provided by the students for personal use--bringing some
leftover turkey from home after Christmas, for example. The deposits around the wells
contain a wide variety of ceramic vessels including tablewares, which may indicate dish
washing at the water source more than eating around the well. In the warm months it might
be a nice place for a picnic type meal--a gathering place, as discussed in Chapter 1.
The rules regarding smoking, drinking, gambling, fraternization with the
opposite sex, and other such activities probably shifted back and forth over the years, and
enforcement policies doubtlessly varied as well. But as the saying goes, Students will be
Students. Drinking was common in the days of liThe Old College" (Green 1916:245), but
was increasingly frowned upon in the 19th century. A Temperance Society was formed in
the 1840's, and an act of the State Legislature had made it illegal to sell alcohol to minors in
1837 (Green 1916:245). So we might expect that students would have their fun off campus
at "Billy" Maybin's or Lyon's or Green's Tavern--and every indication is that they did
(Green 1916:245).
The archaeological record indicates that students were drinking wine, beer, ale,
and harder spirits (bottles); that they gambled (marbles, and a poker chip), that they had
female guests (jewelry). It is very surprising that there was no evidence whatsoever of
smoking, although a couple of snuff cans were found. Tobacco pipes normally make up
five to ten percent of artifact assemblages from the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. One expects, at the least, to find a fragment or two. To find none at all is
extremely odd.
What else might we expect to find in a public area on a college campus? Students
are highly political beasts, and at USC radical politics--which we might expect to be the
most visible--have a long tradition. Riots have taken place more than once over widely
disparate issues--indeed, the walls around the campus were built in response to student
misbehavior.
Two artifacts were found with which we might safely imbue some aura of
political activity. One is a fragment of a transfer printed plate which has a makers mark on
the base that tells us it dates to about 1845 (Gates and Ormerod 1982). Printed on the inside
of the plate is the South Carolina State Seal. Now, such a seal might be seen at any time,
but the period in question for its manufacture and presumably, use, was a period of
particularly intense political activity. This was a time when the right of a state to govern
itself was a point of strong debate. Thus a show of state pride would be a strong political
statement
Although other explanations are equally valid, we might also point to the presence
of a U.S. Army Uniform button as being, at the least related to this political statement,
since the end result of the radical Secessionist movement of the 1830s and 40s was the
burning of Columbia and the occupation of the Campus by rival political forces from the
North.
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The other artifacts indicative of student political activities are much more
equivocal, and again other explanations are equally valid. These are the bases of two .12
guage shotgun shells. During the Vietnam Peace March and Riot of 1969 the State
Highway Patrol opened fire on the Horseshoe. They were shooting in the air and using tear
gas, so no one was shot--but could it be that some of the shotgun shells were trampled into
the ground, only to be found by the archaeologists a few years later? This, obviously, is a
highly speculative interpretation. One could also argue that shotgun shells might indicate
students hunting squirrels on the Horseshoe, for instance, or just shooting off their guns
for fun.
Universities and educational institutions are a prime spot for ideological
indoctrination--one is there to be "Educated", after all. The excavations thus far have been
limited to discreet areas and the artifacts that can give us hints of ideology--both political
and religious'--are scant, but encouraging. One might conduct further excavations and
analyses with this goal in mind.
So as we can see, a cursory examination of the artifacts and the documentary
record can provide us with both theoretical and actual evidence of student life. The
remainder of this discussion will focus on artifacts found in the various excavation
proveniences. A provenience is a segregated portion of an excavation. The topsoil of an
excavation unit may be considered a separate provenience than the soil below it, for
instance. As a reading of the preceding excavation discussion shows, the proveniences
vary in size, shape, and location, and are not strictly comparable in terms of their content or
function.
They are grouped by their general location, and expected function. Seven of
these were dug to expose wells, and thus are expected to contain materials related to
activities taking place around the wells. These all tended to produce relatively large and
diverse assemblages. The remaining excavation units were dug in unsuccesful attempts to
find wells, or to expose architectural features. These produced less artifacts. The
discussion that follows will consider the well area proveniences and other excavation areas
individually.

Proveniences:
Wells
DeSaussure

Provenience Numbers
4

Discussion

6

9

Chapter 4& 6

Rutledge

7

8

Chapter 3

Elliott-Harper

5

11

Chapter 5

Miscellaneous
Elliott-Harper drain

3

Chapter 8

55' trench (buggy lane)

2

Chapter 7

Supplemental excavation

13

Chapter 8

Maxcy monument

12

Chapter 8

McCutchen buggy ruts

10

Chapter 8

Out of context objects
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Well Excavations· DeSaussure
Three excavation proveniences are present in the DeSaussure College well area.
Provenience 38RD53-4 is the trench used to discover the well and to explore the area. The
well shaft itself was called Provenience 38RD53-9, while a run-off deposit was called
38RD53-6. Because of the discovery nature of the excavations the individual proveniences
covered vastly different amounts of space, and contain artifacts from the entire occupation
of the land which became the Horseshoe. In addition, artifacts from the aborted
DeSaussure building site, from the various fires and repairs, and from the use of the
Horseshoe as a park are added into the collections in indeterminate amounts. The artifacts
recovered, then, cannot safely be used for fine grained analyses of status differences,
ethnicity, or other cultural issues. Rather they must be used for interpretation in a more
general sense.
Table 1 provides a summary of the artifacts recovered by theirgeneral functional
groups, following South (1977) with a few modifications to allow the inclusion of later
materials. A more complete catalog is found in the Appendix. The Kitchen group is the
largest, containing about 65% of the excavated artifacts from this area. Most of the kitchen
artifacts are ceramics and bottle glass. A few sherds of Anglo-American and Chinese
porcelains were found in this area. The former includes sherds from bowls, a cup, and a
plate, while the latter includes a rim from a Canton porcelain plate and a Ginger Jar. The
Anglo-American wares are common in 19th and 20th century contexts, while the Canton
wares generally date to the late 18th and early 19th centuries (Noel Hume 1970: 262-263).
Some 29 sherds of stoneware were
also recovered. These include alkaline glazed
"Edgefield" stonewares, and several pieces
glazed with a clay slip that may also have
been manufactured in-state. "Edgefield"
stoneware was developed in the early 19th
century in the Old Edgefield District of South
Carolina. The first known potters were John
and Abner Landrum. Abner Landrum was
active in politics and published The Hive, in
Edgefield, a pro-Union newspaper. When he
moved to Columbia in 1830 he established
The Columbia Free Press and Hive, and
opened a pottery shop. The alkaline and slip
glazed stonewares found on the Horsehoe
may be products of his manufacture,
although we would expect to see true
Edgefield pieces as well. The vessels
represented here include storage jars, a small
bowl, a small bottle, a pitcher and two larger
bowls or basins. An unglazed stoneware
flower pot is similar to those produced at the
Seigler kiln in Trenton, S.C. in the late 19th
century (Castille et aI1986).
Examples ofalkaline glazed stoneware from the
DeSaussure well area (38Rd53-4).
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Other stonewares include salt-glazed wares which were probably imported from
the North, a German wine bottle, and a ginger beer (feldspathic glazed stoneware, bottle).
All of these fit comfortably in a general 19th century context.
A few sherds of 19th century yellow ware, and mottled glaze
Bennington/Rockingham (No~l Hume 1970: 101) wares were also recovered. A pitcher is
represented by the latter, while the former includes sherds from a chamber pot. A single
sherd of black glazed redware was also seen. These black glazed wares were manufactured
both domestically and in England (Steen 1989). The sherd was non-diagnostic, but
frequently in 19th century contexts one sees tea pots of this ware (Michie 1988, for
instance).
The vast majority of the ceramics were refined, industrially produced
earthenwares. Beginning in the 1750's potters in England like Josiah Wedgewood began to
manufacture ceramics with a light body and clear glazes. The earliest of these were cream
colored, and were called creamware (Noel Hume 1970). In the 1780's potters began to add
a bit of cobalt to the formula (pearlware) to give the vessels a slightly bluish tint (Noel
Hume 1970:130). As time progressed further improvements were made, and the refined
industrial earthenwares became more stark white, and came to have denser, more highly
fired bodies. If this continuum from cream to blue to white were strictly observed there
would be little problem in identifying the various wares, and dating contexts.
This, of course, is not the case. While creamware was the ceramic of choice for
the wealthy when it was first introduced, its place was supplanted by pearlware, which
later was replaced with whiteware/ironstone wares, porcelaineous wares and true
porcelains. Yet potters continued to make utilitarian vessels of creamware into the midnineteenth century (Miller 1990). The same is true of pearlware. Thus we have, in the
Horseshoe assemblage overall, chamber pots, for instance, made from all three wares
which were probably in use all at the same time. Assigning an age to 19th century ceramics
is sometimes a tricky business. Since the name we call a ceramic implies a date,
manufacturer, and various social implications, we must approach the problem with care. In
cases where the distinction is clear between creamware, pearlware, and
whiteware/ironstone, I have so designated them, but usually I rely on the decorations found
on the wares and on makers marks for dating, since all of the wares represented can date to
pretty much the entire period of occupation.
The most common decorations found on these wares include hand painted
designs in blue and in polychrome colors, both under and on the glaze; Transfer printed
designs in various colors, again, both under and on the glaze; "Dipped" wares .(Miller
1990) with annular bands and combinations of annular designs with "finger painted"
decorations, dendritic designs called "mocha" wares, and others; Sponge decorated wares;
and molded and enamelled edge decorations. Others will be dealt with as they arise.
Among the longest lasting decorations is the shell edge design. Because the motif
was very popular, and because it changed slightly at regular intervals, shell edge designs
are valuable dating tools. A reasonably clear chronology of edge decorations has been
established by George Miller and Robert Hunter, of the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
(Miller and Hunter 1990). Four edge decorated vessels were present in the DeSaussure
well area. One features an unmolded, paint-only decoration. These wares occur as early as
the 1850's, but were most popular between about 1870 and 1890 (Miller and Hunter
1990:11). The remaining vessels featured even scalloped edges, and date from about 18001840 (Miller and Hunter 1990:10). Thus even without considering the remainder of the
artifacts we can establish a date range for the provenience that covers pretty much the entire
19th century. The presence of Coke bottles and light bulbs pushes the date into the 20th
century, as we might expect.
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The most common decoration found
on the refined industrial ceramics is transfer
printing. The technique involves engraving
an image on a copper plate which is then
inked. A piece of paper is then applied to the
plate, picking up the design. This paper is
then applied to the bisque-fired ceramic
vessel, transferring the print. The vessels are
then glazed and completely fired (Copeland
1982). Early transfer print designs were
executed in blue and (less often) black under
the glaze, and black and red over the glaze
(mostly on creamwares), (Towner 1978). In
the late 1820's the technology necessary for
fixing colors other than blue under the glaze
was developed, and wares printed in red,
pink, green, mulberry, brown, purple and
other colors came into production (Lewis
and Haskell 1979; Miller 1990).
Examples oftransfer printed earthenwares and
ironstonelwhitewares marked ''James Edwards. "
The cup sherd at the lower right is an ironstone
decorated in flowing blue cobalt (Rd53-4).

Altogether 155 sherds--about 32%--of the refined earthenware sherds featured
transfer printed designs. These sherds represent at least 23 vessels ranging from cups and
mugs, to plates, bowls, and pitchers. Interestingly, only four of these were a color other
than blue. Three were black, and one was green. The green transfer printed sherd,
discussed above, is a virtual treasure trove for the archaeologist, because not only does it
provide general dating information by its color, it is also marked with the name of the
maker--James Edwards of Burslem (~t~ffnrdshire, England). Edwards was in business
with his brother between 1839 and 1841
(using the mark "J&T Edwards"), then he
was in business alone between 1842 and
1851, and later with his son (James Edwards
and Son) between 1851 and 1882 (Godden
1964:230-231; Little 1969:62). The sherd is
marked with his name alone (a second,
undecorated sherd is also marked "James
Edwards"), meaning the vessel dates between
about 1842 and 1851. On the other side of
the sherd is a print of the state seal of South
Carolina, including the motto "Animis
Opibisque Parati"--which translates to
"Prepared in Mind and Body". This seal was
adopted by the provisional government of
South Carolinas in April of 1776 (S.c.
Legislative Manual 1991), and thus the
of which they speak are
IN. preparations
preparations for war. Commemorative
o
5C~
decorations often reflect something of the
The Seal ofthe State of s.c. on a transfer printed political scene of the day.
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ironstonelwhiteware sherd (38Rd53-4).
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The debate over the abolition of slavery began in the early years of the 19th century,
but reached a high peak in the 1820's. As White South Carolinians relied heavily on the
labor of enslaved African-American South Carolinians to operate their cotton and rice
plantations, they resisted any attempt to abolish slavery. In 1832 this debate reached the
point where the most vociferous pro-slavery forces tried to establish the right of the states
to rule themselves, and essentially to secede from the Union. President Andrew Jackson
threatened to put the rebellion down with force, if necessary. A compromise was reached,
but the tone was set and the debate continued along its inevitable course toward secession
and Civil War (See Freehling 1965; Jones 1971; Wallace 1951:396-408, among others, for
a full discussion of the events of this time period). While an expression of state pride in
another time and place might be more innocent, eating off of a plate emblazoned with the
seal of the state may have been a distinctly political statement in this case.
Other artifacts recovered in this
area include glass tumblers and stemmed
glassware, as well as a wide variety of bottle
fragments. These include dark green beer, ale
and wine bottles dating to about the first three
quarters of the 19th century, as well as a
variety of containers for diverse products
ranging from spirits to medicine. The
presence of fully modern, machine made
bottles--including Coke bottles--allows us to
date the proveniences in this area to the 20th
century (see Lewis and Haskell 1979 for a
concise introduction to dating glass).
Bottle neck and lip fragments (38Rd53 -4).

Architectural artifacts such as nails, window glass, roofing slate and clay tiles,
and assorted hardware are also present. The majority of the nails are machine cut, with
squared heads, but a few T-head, L head, and and rose headed cut nails of the early 19th
century were also found. The latter types were probably used for specialized purposes like
flooring and finishing work. Three wire nails tell us of the changes in industrial production
in society at large. The technique of manufacturing round wire nails was developed in the
1850's in Europe and wire-nail-producing machinery was not perfected until the 1860s in
America (Nelson 1968), after which the cheaper wire nails came into general use,
continuing until today along with cut nails, available in hardware stores.
Other architectural
artifacts include a wood
screw, butt-hinges, case lock
parts, a hinge pintle, and a
brass key plate. Items
associated
with
the
"Electrificationll of the campus
are also included here with the
architectural hardware. These
artifacts include screw-in
fuses, ceramic insulators,
copper wire and lightbulb
bases.
If;lectric wire, a fuse, a fragment of a porcelain insulator, and a
Ughtbulb base (38Rd53-4).
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Since electricity was first produced in Columbia in 1893 (Hennig 1936:390), we
know that these artifacts must date past then. Daniel Hollis (1951:222) tells us that the
dormitories and professor's houses were wired for electricity in 1902, thus pushing the
date up a little more.

/

Arc light carbon electrodes are common as well, and thus they are included in the
activites group. These carbon rods were used as electrodes in street lights in the 1880s,
and their presence in some quantity suggests that electric arc lights may well have been
used in the early twentieth century on the USC Horseshoe. Although arc lighting was in
use by the mid-nineteenth century, its popularity increased in the 1890s with the increased
use of electricity. As electricity jumped the gap between the carbon electrodes an intense
light was produced, having the same light-emitting characteristics as the sun (Schivelbusch
1988:114; Bright 1949:22, 126).

Arc lights also produced intense heat,
burning the ends of the carbon rod
electrodes, necessitating their frequent
adjustment to produce the maximum light.
When the rods burned too short they were
replaced by new carbon electrodes, and
apparently the old short ones were simply
discarded on the Horseshoe. The subject of
the use of arc street lighting in Columbia
would be an interesting research topic for a
graduate student.
Artifacts of a personal nature
include a four-hole porcelain button, a
clothing snap, tortoise shell fragments from a
brush or comb (most likely), an 1885 Indian
head penny, and an embossed brass pin
Gewelry, not a stick pin). Fragments of a
snuff can, and a tobacco can indicate the use
of tobacco, but the overall lack of smoking
pipes is unusual, in my experience. A lead
shot (.69 cal.) and a .12 guage shotgun shell
brass round out this group.
A shotgun shell base, a lead ba1~ an 1885 Indian
head penny, and a carbon electrode (Rd53-4).

Other artifacts found in the excavations include a few sherds of mirror glass, an
andiron fragment, a fireplace shovel, a few pieces of coal, a file, a tin can lid, and a number
of unidentifiable iron objects. Chain links and barrel bands may be related directly to the
well and its operation.
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An andiron fragment, the scoop from a fireplace shovel, a horseshoe fragment Rd53-4) and a tinware lid
(38Rd53-6) found during excavation ofthe DeSaussure well area.

Table 1: Desaussure Well Artifact Summary
Proveniences
Kitchen
Architectural
Clothing
Personal
Furniture
Anns
Tobacco
Activities

Total

Four
712
174

Six
63
163

2
5

Nine
17
8

Total
792
345
2
5
4
2

4
2
1
43

1
19

2
62

943

246

1,214

The Rutledge Well Area
Two proveniences were excavated in the Rutledge well area (38Rd53-7 and 8).
Proveniences seven and eight are in the area of two separate wells. One is thought to have
replaced the other, but since the artifacts come from the soil above both well holes, they
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likely date from the period of use of the wells and after. Artifacts from deep within the
shafts may provide clues to when the wells were filled in.
The excavations in the area of the Rutledge wells produced relatively fewer
artifacts than those at DeSaussure. As was the case there, 19th century ceramics make up
the bulk of the assemblage. These ceramics are mostly undecorated creamware, pearlware,
and whiteware/ironstone chamber pots, plates and bowls. Transfer printed wares in blue,
brown and grey are present, as are edge decorated plates dating to the 1:800-1840 period
(Miller and Hunter 1990). Sherds from an engine turned annular decorated mug were also
noted. Three sherds from a polychrome hand painted cup or small bowl were seen as well.
One sherd of creamware with a black over glaze transfer print decoration was also seen.
This treatment was in use earlier, but it was also popular in the first decade or so of the
19th century on large pitchers and on cups (Towner 1978). On pitchers the images were
usually commemorative in nature, while the cups were often made for children, and
featured bucolic scenes and homilies. Other ceramics include sherds of Anglo-American
porcelain, Alkaline Glazed Stoneware, and yelloware. Of particular interest is a soft paste
porcelain bowl with a faded overglaze decoration. Similar wares have been dated to the
1830's, although the full chronological extent of the practice is unknown.
Glass artifacts include dark green ale and wine bottle sherds, modern container
glass, Coke bottle sherds, a tumbler base and a wine glass stem.
The remaining artifacts include window glass, roofing tiles and slate, a few cut
nails, brick, mortar and plaster fragments, a butt hinge, case lock part, a brass switch plate,
a pulley wheel (a small one, like a curtain pull, not a well bucket hoist), a screw-in fuse, a
battery core and three pieces of coal. These artifacts are confusing to interpret. Are the nails
related to the well house? Are the roofing tiles and slate from the well house or from the
buildings along the Horseshoe? Some of these artifacts are no doubt related to activities at
the well, but it is more difficult to think of a function for a brass switch plate. A butt hinge
could have been used on a well cover, but a screw-in fuse was clearly not used in the
operation of the well. We must conclude that the Horseshoe, being in the center of the
campus, and a center of activities has seen extensive changes over the years, and that the
spatial relationships of many of the artifacts excavated have been subject to various
reconfigurations.
The final artifacts to be discussed
are an elegant faceted pendant of black glass,
possibly from an earring, a stone marble and
a glass marble. The pendant cannot be
accurately dated. The marbles are interesting
if we consider marbles in its function as a
game of chance--of these marbles as evidence
of gambling among the students. Gambling
in the form of horse racing, and playing card
game were common in the 19th century, and
gambling was problematic :for some, then as
now (see Wallace 1951:351).

A black glass pendant, probably from an earring,
and two marbles (38Rd53-7).
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Table 2: Rutledge Well
Provenience
Kitchen
Architectural
Clothing
Personal
Furniture
Arms
Tobacco
Activities
Total

Seven
88
20

Eight
53
11

3

TIT""

Total
141
31
3

~
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Excavations at Elliott-Harper
The well in front of the Elliott-Harper building can be expected to be of great
interest, based on the historical accounts alone. Before Harper College was built in 1848
the Steward's Hall (Commons) stood on the site (Hollis 1951:151). I spoke earlier of riots
as political activities, but some of the ugliest incidents were in protest of the food!
Maximillian LaBorde reports that, in 1817, the Common's (LaBorde 1859:89):
"had always been a source of trouble and mischief...complaint after
complaint was made...personal collisions between the steward and
his servants and the younger men were of frequent occurrence, and
a permanent state of irritation was produced II •
The tension escalated into "fisticuffs" and "play with knives and dirks" (LaBorde
1859:90). In 1827 the students formed a "combination" and refused to eat in the Steward's
Hall. The administration termed this "The Great Biscuit Rebellion", and 75 students were
suspended and 41 expelled--Ieaving only 13 to graduate that year! (Bryan 1976:72). "The
steward was frequently subjected to abusive language and occasionally to personal
violence. Sometimes his furniture was broken and his silver thrown down the College
well, which was in front of the Commons Hall" (Hollis 1951:68).
Even if we do not find evidence of the Steward's furniture and equipment being
broken up and thrown down the well we can expect relatively more activity in the area of
this well because of its centrality in regard to Steward's Hall. If personal dishes were
provided students would most likely stop by and rinse them out, stop for a drink of water,
or for a talk with a fellow student--just as they do today on the Russell House patio.
When the Steward's Hall was torn down in 1847, and Harper College was built
(Hollis 1951:151), the earlier well may have fallen into disuse, and it is possible that a new
one was dug at a later date, and that this is the well seen in the late 19th century
photographs. If this is the case the artifacts from the excavations should, in a general sense,
date to the later 19th century. Because of the intensity of the expected occupation during the
period in which the well may have served the Commons, we would expect a greater
number of earlier 19th century artifacts if the well were in operation then and not later. The
alterations made to the Horseshoe by landscapers, trenching, buggy and automobile traffic,
and any of dozens of other activities could well have confused the issue enough that no
unequivocal answer can be put forth at this time as well. Separating these assemblages will
be a theme of the discussions that follow.
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Six proveniences were excavated at the Elliott--Harper well. Provenience 5
(backfill), 5, SA, 5B, and 5C. Because the well was arched in the late 19th century the
deposits are mixed, and will be considered in the aggregrate here. Within the bricked in
arch there is a deposit of trash that clearly dates to the abandonment and filling of the well.
This is provenience 11.
Provenience 11 is also of interest
because it contains the clearest evidence of
the Horseshoe's function in relation to the
university as an educational institution. These
artifacts are microscope slides, test tubes,
small pharmaceutical bottles, and other lab
equipment. The latter includes a glass beaker,
and a strip of zinc (3/4" wide, 3 1/411 long,
and about .7mm thick). The test tubes are
seen in two styles, and three general sizes.
The smallest are about 4" long, and have an
interior diameter of between 9.2 and 9.6mm.
They have a plain rim. The middle size
ranges from about 10 to 11.07 mm in
diameter. These are the same length, and
have the same lip treatment. The third group
is considerably larger, and has a flaring rim.
Three of the latter are represented, one of
which is almost complete. This specimen is
about 18.7 mm in diameter and is about 7
3/4" long. These test tubes were made in
molds, and are thought to date to the 20th
century (J. Leader, Conservationist, personal
communication 1991).
Glass test tubes, bottles and microscope slides
from inside the arched brick dome ofthe well
at Elliott/Harper (38Rd53-11).

The microscope slides are about
1 llX 3", and both bases and covers are
present. The bases are about 2mm thick,
while the covers are around 1mm thick.
Sorting the slide fragments from the 89
sherds of window glass also present in the
deposit was difficult at first, but once two
complete specimens were identified, the
sorting criteria became obvious. The
microscope slides are distinguishable by their
clear, colorless metal and relative thinness-ranging from 1.1-2.1 mm thick. The window
glass has an aqua tint, and ranges in
thickness from 1.9 - 3.2 mm. The window
glass thicknesses are also useful in dating the A glass twnbler and a pharmaceutical bottle (Rd53-11).
deposit, and they are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3--Window Glass Thickness
Thickness(mm)
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
Total

Count
0
1
5
3
9
16
13
9
7
6
5
3
5
4
3

-..U

%
0
1.1
5.6
3.3
10.1
18.0
14.6
10.1
7.9
6.7
5.6
3.3
5.6
4.5
3.3
0

89

Date Range*
1882-1891
1895-1903

"
" "
11

1907-1916

" "
" "

1920-1928

" "
" "

1932-1940

" "
" "

1945-

"
"

* After Orser et a11982; Drucker et al1984
One can use a regression formula to establish a specific mean date for a window
glass assemblage, but that has not been done. As we can see from table 3 better than 50%
of the window glass falls into thickness range dating from about 1903-1920, with a peak at
about 1910. The presence of the base of an early skirted type Coke bottle further
establishes an early twentieth century date for the filling of the well, even if we had no
other documentation to prove it. The remaining artifacts in the deposit date from the mid19th century to the early 20th century, but there does not appear to be any fully modem
material (say, 1930's to present). The artifacts in this deposit appear to be fill that was
obtained from somewhere else on campus, but not necessarily the area of the well.
The artifacts in the various subdivisions of Provenience 5 date from the early
19th century to the time of the excavations (1973). The most common ceramic type is
undecorated whiteware/ironstone (South 1974:252). Vessels include chamber pots, large
bowls and pitchers which may be related to getting water, but also plates, platters, and two
ointment jars. Creamware chamber pots, and a transfer printed (overglaze) pitcher are
represented, as are plates and saucers. A rarely seen marbelized ironstone sherd with a
blue paste was found here also. This "new style" type vessel, known as 1St. John's blue,'
was being manufactured in Canada by the Stone Chinaware Company in 1879 (Collard
1984: frontispiece and 286).
A number of early 19th century even-scallop edge decorated plates (Miller and
Hunter 1990) were present as well. Other ceramics which date to the earlier 19th century
include a Canton Porcelain plate, dark blue transfer printed wares (1810's to 1830's--Miller
1990) and true "Flow Blue" transfer printed ware (1840I s--Miller 1990).
The intensive occupation in the time before the building of Harper College is well
established, then, but the deposit is by no means pure. While Provenience 5 contains early
19th century dark green wine, ale and spirit bottle fragments, it also includes a South
Carolina Dispensary bottle sherd which dates to about the tum of the century (Lewis and
Haskell 1979), and the fully modem type of Coke bottles.
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Provenience 5 contains a wide variety of interesting artifacts. Kitchen group
artifacts include a full complement of ceramics from alkaline, salt, and slip glazed
stonewares for storage and food preparation to hand painted, annular and transfer printed
tablewares. The spout to a brass kettle, and the business end of a two tined fork further
testify to the food related activities in the area. Table glass includes tumblers, and
stemware. Glass bottles range from panelled pharmaceutical bottles to a torpedo bottle.
Architectural materials include mortar, plaster, marble, roofing tiles and slate,
various cut nails, case lock fragments, and a large bolt. A sewer pipe fragment, the base of
a lightbulb, the knob to a lamp switch, and a screw-in fuse patented in 1911 tell us of the
physical changes to the buildings on the campus in this century.
Very few artifacts of a personal
nature were present in Provenience 5. A U.S.
Army uniform button and a .12 guage
shotgun shell brass have been tied to the
political nature of student behavior earlier. In
all fairness, the shotgun shell could have
come from any time this century, and is not
clearly political. The Eagle uniform button
was standard issue between the 1850's and
1870's (Legg and Smith 1989:105). The
presence of U.S. troops on the campus at any
time during that period could be construed as
a strongly political statement Before the Civil
war the students were staunchly State's
Righter's--the entire student body (save
three) volunteered for the Confederate Army
in 1861--and the presence of a single soldier
would have been cause for comment. Federal
troops occupied the South between 1865 and
1877, and in 1873 the faculty resigned when
a black man, Henry Hayne, then Secretary of
State, entered the medical school. The
University was integrated until after the
elections of 1877. The tensions between
Black and White South carolinians at that
time could have resulted in the presence of
uniformed soldiers during that period.
President Rutherford B. Hayes withdrew
federal occupation force in that year, closing
the window of time in which the Eagle button
was likely to have been lost (see Hollis
1951:61-79; Green 1916:400-415).
A thimble, the top of a pencil, a military button,
a porcelain button, a shotgun shell base, and a
large marble from the Elliott/Harper well area
(38Rd53-5).

Two, four hole porcelain buttons, a thimble, a hard rubber comb, a snuff can lid,
mirror glass, a lamp chimney rim, a glass drawer pull, and two marbles--one glass and one
stone--round out this segment of the assemblage. Provenience 5 also contained a number of
carbon electrodes thought to likely have come from arc street lights on the Horseshoe in the
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early twentieth century. Also found was an iron hook which appears to be a handle from a
well bucket (see figure on page 25).
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Carbon electrodes for arc lights and half of the handle of a well bucket from the Elliott-Harper well area
(38Rd53-5

Table 4: Elliott-Harper Well
five
Kitchen
Architectural
Clothing
Personal
Furniture
Arms
Tobacco
Activities

Total

316
93
4
2
3

eleven
15
87

Total

1
1

331
180
5
3
3

1

1

105

524

1

1

Non-Well Contexts
Excavations were conducted in five areas that failed to yield evidence of wells.
These were outside of the Harper-Elliott building (Provenience 3), a 55 foot trench
(provenience 2) and supplemental unit (Provenience 13) in the Horseshoe between ElliottHarper and Legare-Pinckney, at the Maxcy Monument (Provenience 12), and in front of
the McCutchen building (proveniences 10 and IDA). These will be discussed separately.
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Provenience 3--The Elliott-Harper Drain
Considering the proximity of the excavations to the ElliottlHarper building we
might expect some fairly illuminating results, but the artifacts from this provenience are
largely unexceptional. Ceramics are more sparse than we might expect, given the history of
Harper College and the Steward's House. Creamware, pearlware, and whiteware/ironstone
vessels spanning the 19th century are represented. Bottle glass ranges from dark green
spirits bottles to a half pint Columbia Dairy milk bottle dating to this century. Architectural
artifacts are surprisingly sparse. Only two nails, two pieces of roofing slate, a piece of
plaster and a brick fragment were recovered. In addition a piece of coal and three pieces of
bone were found. The final item was a small copper alloy bell. Similar bells are sometimes
worn entwined in the laces of shoes.

Table 5: The Elliott-Harper Drain
Provenience
Kitchen
Architecture
Clothing
Personal
Furniture
Arms
Tobacco
Activities

Total

three
60
22
2

Total
60
22
0
0
2
0
0

1..

-l

85

85

Provenience 2 and 13..The Buggy Rut Lane, and Supplemental Unit
A 55 foot long trench was dug to reveal a buggy rut lane and the remains of a
central Horseshoe walkway. These proveniences contained the same range of artifacts that
we have seen elsewhere, including blue-edged and transfer printed ceramics. Exceptions to
this are the large number of roofing slate fragments (21) and of L-head (22), T-head (5),
and Rose-head (3) nails. Nails of this type are often used for flooring, though what they
would be doing 100' from the nearest building is a bit of a mystery. However, we know
that a foot of fill soil brought in by maintenance crews covers parts of the Horseshoe.
Artifacts may well have been brought to the Horseshoe area in such fill dirt. Other artifacts
not seen elsewhere in the excavations include a kitchen knife blade, an iron tag, a brown
glazed roofing tile.
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Blue edged and transfer printed whiteware, as well as an iron knife blade, L-head and rose-head cut nails from
the earliest decade ofcampus activity on the Horseshoe, were recoveredfrom the central buggy rut lane area
ofthe Horseshoe (38Rd53-2).

Table 6: The Buggy Rut Lane Trench, and Supplemental Excavation
Provenience
Kitchen
Architectural
Clothing
Personal
Furniture
Arms
Tobacco
Activities

Total

two

78
56

thirteen

19
1

Total

97
57
0
0
0
0
0

~

.-l

-2

140

21

161

56

Table 7: McCutchen Buggy Ruts, Maxcy Monunnent
Provenience

ten

Kitchen
Architectural
Clothing
Personal
Furniture
Arms
Tobacco
Activities

192
60

Total

266

ten A
8
1

twelve

Total

32
6

2
1

1

11

2

232
67
0
3
1
0
0
13

4r

316

-9

McCutchen College
A cross shaped excavation unit was placed a hundred feet in front of the
McCutchen building. The McCutchen House was constructed in 1814 and served as faculty
housing. Thus we might expect a slightly different nature for the artifact assemblage--if
artifacts a hundred feet away are actually related to the occupation of this house alone. Two
Proveniences--38Rd53-10 and 10A--were dug here. Provenience ten is topsoil, while lOA
.
is fill for an old buggy road.
Provenience ten contained some 266 artifacts, 72% of which are related to eating,
drinking, storing and preparing food. Ceramics include a flat sided hand painted Chinese
porcelain vessel which may be more ornamental than functional, as well as an AngloAmerican porcelain plate and saucer. Other tablewares include transfer printed vessels in
light and dark blue, purple and brown. A small bowl and a cup base featured polychrome
hand painted designs. A sponge decorated pitcher (or similar large holloware vessel), and
four dipped/annular vessels were also recovered. Nine different edge decorated plates were
represented in the assemblage. Four were green edged and dated between about 1809 and
1834 (Miller and Hunter 1990). Four blue edged plates dated to the same period, but the
last, with a decoration that was painted only, dates to late in the 19th century. Undecorated
chamber pots, plates, pitchers and bowls make up the remainder of the refined industrial
earthenwares. Other ceramics include sherds from a ginger beer bottle, a salt glazed
stoneware vessel, and an alkaline glazed stoneware vessel.
Kitchen glass in this provenience consisted mostly of dark green spirits bottles.
Both 19th and 20th century container glass is present, ranging from 19th century 3 piece
molded bottles to nine Coke bottle sherds. A tumbler base--mold made--was also
recovered. Non-kitchen glass includes a milk glass ointment jar, a lamp chimney sherd,
and 34 pieces of window glass. These range from .9-3.0mm thick, with the majority
clustering at about 1.4mm., which would give a mean for the assemblage of about 1875
(Orser et al1982). The assemblage tails off gradually, however, with 1-3 pieces of varying
thicknesses up to 3.0mm being present. The mean thickness for the assemblage is 1. 7mm,
pushing the overall date up to about 1885. With the time elapsed between the establishment
of the university in 1801 and the excavations in 1973 being 172 years, a mean of about
1885 is almost exactly where it should be!
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Other artifacts in the
assemblage include cut nails,
roofing slate and tiles, a case
lock bolt, a padlock, a light
bulb base, carbon electrodes
from arc lights, and fragments
of sheet metal and a tin can. A
lag bolt like the one seen in
Provenience 5 (Elliott-Harper
well) a chain link and barrel
bands may have been
associated with a well which
was not found in the search at
McCutchen College. A bone
tooth brush handle might also
be associated with the well.
The last artifact to be
discussed is a blue plastic or
hard rubber poker chip. Given
the material the chip may date
to this century, but it tells us
again of possible gambling
among the students at USC.
A poker chip fragment, a bone tooth brush handle and an iron
padlock were recovered from the area in front ofMcCutchen College
(38Rd53-10).

Provenience lOA contained very little, and the artifacts therein are probably
related to those in the Provenience 10. Nonetheless, the assemblage contains no artifacts
dating to the 20th century. These artifacts include two slip glazed, and one alkaline glazed
stoneware sherd, and one blue edge decorated sherd of indeterminate age. Also present
were sherds from a dark green spirits bottle, and a clear, oval bottle of indeterminate
function. The final artifact is a T-Head cut nail.
~axcy ~onumment

Provenience 12 was dug to expose architectural and construction details for the
Maxcy Monument, which was installed in 1827 (Bryan 1976:68). Given its longevity, and
centrality to the Horseshoe, one might expect to find a great deal of debris in the area. This
was not the case, necessarily. Ceramic sherds from three vessels, and sherds from about
nine bottles ranging from the early 19th to mid-20th century in age were found. In
addition, a screw-on plastic bottle cap, a light bulb base, a carbon electrode from an arc
light, a porcelain insulator, three cut nails, three pieces of coal and a 1951 penny were
found.

Summmmary
The artifacts from the Horseshoe excavations have told us a great deal about the
daily lives of the students, and has provided us with evidence regarding the physical plant
of the University. We know that the wells were places where students gathered to fetch
water, and apparently to wash dishes--one certainly hopes that they were neither dumping
their chamber pots in the well nor fetching water in them! The presence of beer, wine, and
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whiskey bottles tells us that students drank in the 19th century even as they do today.
Marbles and poker chips have told us of their gambling, petty though it may be, while
some artifacts suggest the political turmoil of the middle 50 years of the 19th century. The
use of documentary and material evidence in a recursive manner has allowed us to expand
upon the data that can be derived from either source independently. Neither the
documentary nor the the archaeological record of the Horseshoe has been fully expended,
however, and further research in the Horseshoe area of the University campus has the
potential to provide considerably more details illuminating student life and the activites of
the University.
Our project has demonstrated the future archaeological potential for excavation on
the Horseshoe and elsewhere on the University of South Carolina campus under a Campus
Archaeology Program. Such a program would involve students and professional
archaeologists in a multi-disciplinary historical archaeology effort to preserve the material
culture remains surviving from the past as an integral part of the University's legacy. As
new construction is undertaken and as the earth is moved in the process of maintenance and
development, a Campus Archaeology Program with a full-time, year-round archaeologist,
could address this goal. Under such a program the cultural and historical resources lying
within the historical and earthen pages of the campus can be read and preserved for
posterity. We hope such a program is established on campus. If it is, it will be a
pioneering educational and research effort for addressing the clues to the inheritance lying
beneath the soil of the University of South Carolina.

Artifact Summary Tables
Table 8: Desaussure Well Artifacts
Proveniences
Ceramics

four

porcelain
18
yelloware
9
BentnlRockingham
2
alkaline gl. stonwr
12
slipgl SW
6
sgsw
9
otherSW
4
blk.gl.EW
1
undec ironstone/WW 168
molded body
1
decal
1
edge dec
7
finger ptd
4
annular
10
blue lIP
poly lIP
11
blackTP
3
blue TP
122
undec Creamware
74
undec pearlware
44
other (burnt)
1
Total Ceramics

"""507

six
1
1
2
1

nine

Total
19

1
1
2

1

11

3
16
7
9
4
1
168
1

7
4
10
1
11

27

3

2

n-

3
152
74
46
1

10

549

nine

Total
26
64
128
8
15
1
1

DeSaussure Well Glass (Table 8)
Kitchen Glass
table
container (19-20th c.)
dk.gn. bottles
milk glass
coke bottle
other (opium vial?)
other (dark purple)

four

Total Glass

205

Total Kitchen

11

61
108
8
15
1
1

six
15
16

3
4

31

T

243

four

six

nine

Total

712

63

17

792

60
DeSaussure Well Architectural Artifacts (Table 8)
Architectural
four
window glass
107
wrought nails(RTL)
6
cut nails
46
wire nails
3
screws/bolts
1
hardware (general)
7
hardware (electrical)
4

six
145

nine
2

18

5

Total Arch.

174

164

-7-

Clothing
buttons
snap

six

1
1

nine

Total
1
1

Total Clothing

2

0

0

2

Personal
coin
comb
insignia
pins (jewelry)

four

six

1
2
1
1

nine

Total Personal
Furniture
andiron
fIreplace shovel
mirror glass

1

four

Sfour
1
1
2

Total Furniture

""4

Arms
Shotgun Shell
lead shot

1
1

Total Arms

2

Total
254
6
69
3
1
8
4

O

0

six

0

nine

0

345

Total
1
2
1
1

S
Total
1
1
2

4
1
1

0

0

T

I

Tobacco
snuff can
tobacco can
Total Tobacco

four

six
1

nine

1

T

T

0

Total
1
1

T

61
DeSaussure Well Activities Artifacts (Table 8)
four
six
nine
misc. Iron objects
4
16
2
misc. non-fe metal
2
1
chain links
barrel bands
8
file
1
carbon electrodes
27
horseshoe
1
Total Activities

43

Total
20
2
3
8
1
27
1

62

Table 9: Rutledge Well Artifacts
Ceramics
seven
porcelain
2
soft paste porco
yelloware
1
AGSW
5
undec ironstone/WW 10
undec creamware
26
blackTPCW
1
undec pearlware
7
edge dec
6
annular
2
poly lIP
3
brown TP
1
gray TP
1
blue TP
2
Total

---r;r-

Kitchen Glass
seven
table
1
container (19-2Oth c) 7
dk.gin. bottles
9
Coke bottle
4
Total
Total Kitchen

21
88

Architectural
seven
window glass
7
cut nails
8
hardware (general)
4
hardware (elect.)
1
Total Arch.

20

eight
3
3
4
4
17
1
11

1

1

45

Total
2
3
4
9
14
43
2
18
7
2
3
1
1
3

112

eight
1
2
5

Total
2
9
14
4

""8

29

53
eight
10
1

11

141
Total
17
9
4
1

3I
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Rutledge Well Artifacts (Table 9)
Total Clothing

0

Personal

0

seven

pendant (jewelry)
marbles

1

Total
1

2

2

3

Total Personal

eight

0

If

3

Table 10: Elliott-Harper Well Artifacts
Ceramics

five
8
3
1
6
1
2
4
95
14
2
3
1
2
3
2
1
12
7
33
2
15
2

eleven
1

219

4

porcelain
yelloware
Bentn/R.ham
AGSW
slipgl
sgsw
otherSW
undec ironstone/WW
edge dec
fingerptd
annular
sponge dec.
blue lIP
poly lIP
pinkTP
blackTP
blueTP
flow blue TP
undec creamware
blackTPCW
undec pearlware
other (blueware)

Total

1

2

Total
9
3
1
6
1
2
4
96
14
2
3
1
2
3
2
1
14
7
33
2
15
2

223
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Elliott-Harper Well Artifacts (Table 10)
Kitchen Glass

five

eleven

table
8
contaiq.er (19-20th c) 35
dk.gin.bottles
36
milk glass
1
Coke bottle
15
other (opaque green)

Total

95

Other Kitchen

five

fork
spout-kettle

1
1

Total

-2-

Total

6
1
2
1
1

8
41
37
3
16
1

11

106

eleven

Total
1
1

0-

T

Kitchen Total

316

15

Architectural

five

eleven

window glass
wrought ilails(RTL)
cut nails
screws/bolts
hardware (general)
hardware (electrical)

60
5
15
2
7
4

89

Total Arch.

93

9T

184

eleven

Total

Clothing
buttons
thimble

Total Clothing
Personal
comb
marbles

Total Personal
Furniture
mirror glass
lamp chimney
pull (glass)

Total Furniture

five
3
1

2

1

T

4
five

eleven

fjve

149
5
17
2
7
4

4
1

T
Total
1
2

T

3"

eleven

Total
1
1
1

1
1
1

""3

Total

1
2

T

331

0

""3
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Elliott-Harper Well Artifacts (Table 10)
Arms

five

shotgun shell

eleven

1

Total

T

Total
1

0"

T

1

1

Tobacco
snuff can

Total Tobacco

0

1

Activities
misc. iron objects
misc. non-fe metal
well bucket hook
carbon electrodes
lab porcelain
test tubes
mic. slides
other lab eqpt. (beaker)
other lab eqpt. (zinc)
other lab eqpt. (glass)
other lab eqpt. (bottles)

Total

Table 11:

12
1
1
18
6
3
1

42

3

1

15
1
1
19
6

44

47

15
2
1
2

15
3
1
2

4

4

72

114

Non-Well Contexts

Elliott-Harper Drain
Ceramics
yelloware
AGSW
undec ironstonelWW
edge dec
undec creamware
undec pearlware

Total
Kitchen Glass

three
5

Total
5

4

4

15
3

15
3

7

7

2

2

36

36

three

Total

container (19-2Oth c.)
dk.gin. bottles
milk glass
other (milk bottle)

13

13

5
5
1

5
5
1

Total

24

24

Total Kitchen

60

60

65
Elliott-Harper Drain
Architectural
window glass
cut nails

three
20
2

Total
20

Total Arch.

22

22

Total Clothing

o

o

Total Personal

o

o

chandelier crystal?
lamp chimney

1
1

1
1

Total Furniture

T

Total Arms

o

o

Total Tobacco

o

o

Copper Bell

1

1

Total Activities

r

r

2

Furniture

2

Activities

Table 12:

Miscellaneous Horseshoe Contexts

55' Buggy Lane Trench and Supplemental Excavation
Ceramics

two

porcelain
AGSW
otherSW
undec ironstone/WW
edge decorated
finger painted
blue TP
flow blue TP
undec pearlware
other (pW w/writing)

5
1

Total

17
3
12
8
3
1

51

thirteen

Total
5

1
1
8
2
1
1

2
1
25

5
1
13

8
3

1

13

64

66

Miscellaneous Horseshoe Contexts (Table 12)
Kitchen Glass
table
container (19-2Oth c.)
dk.gin. bottles
other (oct. green)
Coke bottle

Total Kitchen Glass

two

thirteen

total

4
2

2
12
15
1
2

6"

32

2
12
11

1

26

Other Kitchen
fork
knife

0
1

1

Total Other Kitchen

T

Kitchen Total

78

Architectural

two

window glass
rose-T-L head cut nails
sq. head cut nails
cut nail frags.

7
30
11
8

1

8
30
11
8

Total Architectural

56

T

57

0
0
6
1

019

thirteen

-1
97

Total

Activities
misc. iron objects
misc. non-fe metal
carbon electrodes
Fe. Tag

5
1

1

Total Activities

6"

T

..,

l -_ _ .~
.. ~
.._ .~__

67

Miscellaneous Horseshoe Contexts (Table 12)
Maxcy Monument, McCutchen
Ceramics
porcelain
AGSW
slipgl
sgsw
otherSW
undecironstone/VVVV
edge decorated
annular
sponge decorated
polychrome HP
brown TP
purple TP
blue TP
undec creamware
undec pearlware
other (burnt)

Total

ten
7
1
2
1
62
11
4
1
2
2
2
16
13
7
3

134

Kitchen Glass

ten

table
container (19-2Oth c.)
dk.gin. bottles
milk glass
Coke bottle

1
10
37
1
9

Total Kitchen Glass

Other Kitchen

58

ten

ten A

2
1
2

5
1

4
ten A
2
2

4"

ten A

Kitchen Total

._

1)

192

..,
twelve

Total
9
2
2
2
1
67
12
4
1
2
2
2
16
13
7
3

145
Total

1

1
34
40
1
10

24

86

22
1

twelve

Total

1

1

1)

T

T

8

32

232

plastic bottle lid

Total Other Kitchen

twelve

68

Miscellaneous Horseshoe Contexts (Table 12)
Maxcy Monument, McCutchen
Architectural Artifacts ten
window glass
rose,T,L head cut nails
cut nails
screws/bblts
hardware (general)
hardware (electrical)

22
1
2
1

Total Arch. Artifacts

60

Total Clothing

ten
0

ten A

twelve

34

1

2

35
1
25
1
2
3

6

67

1

3

T
ten A
0

Total

twelve
0

Personal

Total
0
Total

coin (1951 penny)
tooth brush handle
poker chip

1

1
1
1

T

"3

1
1

Total

T

Furniture

Ten

Lamp Chimney

1

0
ten A

twelve

Total
1

Total Furniture

T

0

0

T

Total Arms

0

0

0

0

Total Tobacco

ten
0

ten A
0

twelve
0

Activities
misc. iron objects
carbon electrodes
chain link
barrel band
tin can frags.

Total Activities

Total

2
1
1
2
5

U

Total
0

1
1

0-

T

3
2
1
2
5

13
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA HORSESHOE WELL DATA

DATE

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
TREASURER'S OFFICE RECORD

REFERENCE

July 8, 1898
October 19, 1897
June 6, 1890
June 21, 1889
Harch 16, 1889
November 28, 1887
September 24, 1887
Hay 7, 1887
November 21, 1885
October 3, 1885
April 18, 1885

"to A.M. Wallace arching two wells in Campus"
"Jaret cleaning well"
"to R.H. Anderson 500 Hard Brick to arch well"
"1 well Bucket" from Lorick & Lowrance
"to Repairing 3 Faucets in yard"
"to Lumber for Well" from lIowie & Sons
"John Williams cleaning Well"
"Tom Goodwyn cleaning Hell"
"Repairing well bucket"
"J. Gilmore Cleaning Hell"
"J. Gilmore work on dry well Prof. Alexander"

November 8, 1884

"Bought of Lorick & Lowrance
2 well buckets $2.50
60 ft. Galvanized chain 6 $3.60
1 Hell pulley 12 in. 60"
4.20
"B. Seitter carpenter l!~ Day $2.'00
3.00
"II. Gilmore work on well"
.50
"B. Montgomery (Brick work) 3/4 $1.50 R.S. Morrison
1.15
"Iron for well"
1.00
"al!1t. Paid for Shingles for well"
2.00
"amt. Paid Hoving Cnses & Well frame"
1.00
"II. Lorick Shingles for well"
2.00
"5 lIands Hoving well cover"
.75
"work on well" Wm. Gilmore
10.00
"Lewis Roof Emptying dry Hell"
3.00
"To putting up posts & Fence In Campus"
"To Stool for well & putting on Sash Locks in Chappell"
James Suber
3.00
"Two Well Buckets"
2.50
"Two chains Hith Lap Rings" Henry J. lIennies
.50
(photographed invoice)
"Richard Oglesby to Brick Work on Ivell"
1.50

August 30, 1884
August 9, 1884
August 9, 1884
August 16, 1884
July 12, 1884
February 24, 1883
April 8, 1882
April 6, 1882
l\pr i l

1, 1882

$ 25.00
3.50
4.00
1.25
2.25
1.25
3.00
3.00
.25
3.00
4.00

Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Box

29,
29,
20,
18,
18,
15,
15,
15,
12,
12,
12,

Folders 35 & 36
Folders 3 & 4
Folders 37 & 38
Folders 35 & 36
Folders 33 & 34
Folders 46 & 47
Folders 11 & 12
Folders 1 & 2
Folder 4
Folder 12
Folder 4

>

~
~
Box 11, Folder 36
Box 11, Folder 28
Box 11, Folder 29
Box 11, Folder 26

~

==
••
~
Q..

Box 11, Folder 26
Box 10, Folder 30
Box 9, Folder 49
Box 9, Folder 49
Box 9, Folder 49

-...l
W

......:l
~

HORSESHOE WELL DATA

DATE
~larch

25, 1882

~larch

4, 1882

March 9, 1882
March 11, 1882
March I, 1882
December 8, 1881
April 7, 1880

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
TREASURER'S OFFICE RECORD

REFERENCE
"To painting well House"
10.00
"to painting Lamp & Post"
Jos. H. Leaman
.75
"to R. W. Johnson to building a new well house
8 Square, as per contract"
50.00
"Wellhouse cost $70.00"
ItS. Thompson to Brick Work around Well"
5.00
"C. W. Connors to hauling 12 loads Sand & Brick for
the Well & plastering Library"
5.00
"Lewis Ruffy to Cleaning Well (in Campus)
4.00
"I days Carpenter work on Well and flue in Laboratory" 1.50
"to -3 pieces 14 ft. long 6x6 = 126 ft. at $1.00 per hd.
*to 14 pieces 14 ft. long 2x12 = 392
5.18
518
*To cover open well on University grounds

May 14, 1879
July 3, 1877
October I, 1877
April 15, 1876
May I, 1875
April 17, 1875
October 2, 1874
May 13, 1874

"Cleaning out well"
"Lumber for covered well"
"Rope & Nails for well"
"Jordan Singleton, cleaning well"
"For \olell Rope"
"cleaning well & repairs"
F. Jordan
"to 2 well buckets for campus"
"James Dial for well rope"

Annual Report 1868
April 18, 1862

"lime & well cleaning"
"Cleaning out College Well"

June 22, 1861
May 17, 1861
April 9, 1861
November 4, 1860

"to cleaning out wells"
"to Bale & eyes to well Bucket"
"to 2 Well Buckets"
"Cleaning wells in Campus"
"repairing and making two water buckets"

W.W. Deane

5.00
5.14
1.86
6.00
2.75
7.50
3.50
2.44
12.10
5.00
?

.50
2.50
9.00
2.50

Box 9, Folder 48
Box 9, Folder 47

Box 9, Folder 46
Box 9, Folder 33
Box 9, Folder 4

>

~
~
~

Treas.
Treas.
Treas.
Box 8,
Box 7,
Box 7,
Box 7,
Box 7,

Acct. Book
Acct. Book
Acct. Book
Folder 17
Folder 39
Folder 38
Folder 32
Folder 34

Box 7, Folder 19
Box 7, Folder 12
Box
Box
Box
Box

7,
7,
7,
6,

Folder
Folder
Folder
Folder

6
6
6
32

...=
Q.
~

.(i
C

=
"""

...:.,...

HORSESHOE WELL DATA

October 5, 1859
June 1, 1859
December 1, 1849
May 7, 18 /19
October 3, 1848
July 1, 1848

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
TREASURER'S OFFICE RECORD

REFERENCE

DATE

"to cleaning out well"
"to cleaning out Campus wells"

X "Repairing well Bucket"
"to J.1. Gracy for Cleaning College well"
"Diging, curbing & Bricking under Frame, X
and Building well house, and Buckets, wheel
chanes, etc. complete" J.N. Scofield
X "wheel, Rope & Bucket for Pres."

3.00
6.00

Box 6, Folder 20
Box 6, Folder 20

.25
2.50

Box 4, Folder 23
Box 4, Folder 17

35.00
8.00

Box 4, Folder 11
Box 4, Folder 5

;>

October 11, 1847
October 1847
October 1, 1847
September, 1847
April 14, 1847
November 1846
October 1846

October 24, 1846
September 30, 1846
July 11, 1846
October 6, 1844
June 1, 1844
January 15, 1844
December 28, 1843
November 28, 1843

"Putting up Well Top Complete" Smith Hoyt
"to Smith Hoyt for cleaning three Wells"
"to cleaning three wells @ $2.50"
"to well crank & chain links"
"To Repairing & Painting 2 well frames"
"for Cleaning Well in Campus" Henry Bull for Nider
"To 4 Hooks & 3 Staples & Repairing Well Bucket"
"To Lumber 5.30 Shingles 1. 25 Nails 1. 00 for Well
House"
"To Hheel 1. 75 Rope 1. 50 Buckets 4.50 for well
"To Making Well House Complete Smith Hoyt"
"Received of C. Loomis for Cleaning two College
Wells" S. Hoyt for Nider & Charles
"To Making Hell Top & finding materials"
"1 well Bucket"
"to
"to
"to
"to
"to
"to

Cleaning out the College wells"
bell Rope and well Buckett"
well Bucket & Rope"
Scantling for the well"
Ironing well windlefs"
cleaning well in Commons"

30.00
7.50
7.50
2.25
5.00
3.00
1.63

Box 3, Folder 20
Box 3, Folder 21
Box 3, Folder 21
Box 3, Folder 19
Box 3, Folder 14
Box 3, Folder 5

7.55
7.75
12.00

Box 3, Folder 4

5.00
12.00
1.50

Box 3, Folder 3
Box 3, Folder 1
Box 3, Folder 1

6.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
3.00
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Box
Box
Box
Box

2,
2,
2,
2,

Folder
Folder
Folder
Folder

15
14
11
11

Box 2, Folder 10
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HORSESHOE WELL DATA
DATE
July 20, 1843
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August 30, 1837
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August 24, 1837
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June 20, 1837
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April 13, 1840
April 14, 1840
November 24, 1837

1807

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
TREASURER'S OFFICE RECORD

REFERENCE
"to 2250 brick for college wells"
"to cleaning three wells & walling part"
"to plank & Scantling for wells"
"to hire of bricklayer Six Days"
X Jennings
X W. Gillam
X "Repairs to well in Commons yard"
"One well fraim by order of CoIn Gregg
& Materials for same Complete
"Cash to J.C. Self, for Negro Charles, in cleaning
wells at College per order of C.J. McCord Esq.
Chairman"
"cash to Edmund for digging well, per order
C.J. McCord Eqr. chairman etc.
"To J.C. Self for cleaning wells"
X "To Philips & Yates for repairing and putting in
order the College wells."

20.25
14.00
1.00
4.00
18.80
16.00
5.00

Box 2, Folder 9

Box 1, Folder 20
Box 1, Folder 20
Box 1, Folder 12

32.50
Box 1, Folder 10
17 .00
4.50

Box I, Folder 10
Box 1, Folder 10

200.00

Microfilm R209
Trustees' Minutes
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Appendix

(Cont.)

Provenience and Reference Point Notes
The various reference points used in the excavations on the Horseshoe are shown
on the various maps and drawings. I chose the southwestern corner of the base of the
Maxcy Monument as my basic reference point and measured 200 feet to the west in line
with the monument, where I placed an iron rod as Reference Point #1, with another rod
100 feet to the north of that, which I designated Reference Point #2 The east edge of my
east-west trench, designed to locate evidence of College Street on the Horseshoe, was
positioned ten feet west of Reference Point #1. The Horseshoe site was designated as
38RD53 in the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology system. The
search trench for trying to locate evidence of College Street on the Horseshoe was
designated 38Rd53-2.
To establish reference points from which to transit-shoot any evidence for wells in
the area ofDeSaussure College, I used the southwest corner of an electrical conduit box
located 104.5 feet south of the front of the central wall of DeSaussure College at a point
four tenths of a foot to the west of the west edge of the brick walk. This was Reference
Point #3. Reference Point #4 is the stop central point of a fireplug located twenty-five feet
west of the west edge of the brick walk at the junction with the south edge of the
Horseshoe road. The excavated area here is 38Rd53-4.
To map the excavation area in front of Rutledge College, I needed a transit reference
point for measuring the work I was to do in the area, so I drove an iron rod 75 feet south of
Reference Point #3, at the west edge of the brick walk between Rutledge and DeSaussure.
This was Reference Point #5. Forty-five feet south of R.P. #5, I began cutting toward the
north a five foot wide trench adjacent to the west side of the brick walk, ending just south
of the junction of two walks.
To plot the sample excavation area at Maxcy Monument, an iron rod for Reference
Point #6 was set fifteen feet west of the southwest corner of Maxcy Monument to plot the
excavation area, designated 38RD53-12.

